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FOREWORD

ADULTS CANNOT be induced to go bae k to school but they can be
-assisted in continuing their. education. The school, the university,_
foruMs, discüssion groups, libraries, newspapers, magazines, the
radio, and the motion picturesall have roles to play in making
education a coptinuing process for adults. The public forum
demonstrations, 'sponsored by the Office of Education, have
emphasized the importance of the cooperation of many agencies
in achieving community-wide adult civic education.,

This buReOp represents cooperative effort. It recognize. the
important cöntribution which 'is being made by the libraries to
forums and points ways -of improving the collaboration. The
Executive Board of .the sAmeiican Library Association projected
a series of "Studies of Adult Education and ,Library
ships" in January 1934 to be made by their Adult Education
Board, The Orst of these pamphlets tvas The Library in .the
T. V. A. Adutt Education Program.! Another 'was to deal with
the relations of fórums and libraries.

The Office of EduOtion recognized the need for a publication
of this kind and set about to prepare one in the springrof 193t5-.
rt was natutal, therefore, that these two age.ncies, working 'to::
gether in the field stiould join hapds in preparing a pamphlet
Cn rhat they were doing.

Thisyublication is based upori the following:

(1) Conferences and- discussions between Mr. Chancellor and
Mr. Williams.

(2) Material gathered from published and unpublished reports
in the field.

(3) A questionnaire inquiry prepared ,by Mr. Chancellor and
Mr. Williams and sent to
(a). More than 100 libraries known to have 'been interested

- . irtserving forums.
(b) Four hundred and ,thirty forum administrators whose

programs had been studied by the staff of the public
forum project.'

I Published by the American Library 'Association, Chicago, Ill., June 1937.
2Thç results of this study will appear in a bulletin publiCation 'entitled

"choosing Our Way" to be published by the Office of Education.
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(4) Field, trips made to Des Moines, Iowa; Springfielct, Mass.;
and" other places by Mr. Chancellor and visits to'various
forum demonstration centers by Mr. Williams.

(5) Reports from forum librarian§ in the 19 'demonstration
centers

The study is concerned with forums and discussion groups of
all sizes and of various sponsorships, hut is limited to those which
deal with public affairs. There has been little attempt to explore
thd activities of groups discussing philosophy, literature, -the
arts, etc.

We hope that this publication may stimulate and assist librari-
ans and leaders of discussion to find more and better wayes of
making the printed page se4e the needs of the forums,

I.

0.

Nlb

JOHN %V. STUDEBAKER,
Commissioner of Education.

CARL H. MILAM,
Secretary, American Library Association.
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CHAPTER 1

READING AND DISCUSSION SUPPLEMENT

EACH OTHEk

A FORMER DES MOINES forum leader, Lyinan Bryson, said to a
group of librarians a few years ago:

40'

It doesn't matter hòw skillful a forwp leader may be in -reduc-
ing a difficult subject to a fairly simple and lucid statement. How
much is going to stick in the mipds of the people who listen? Take
your own experience. I am willing to take mine. I have judged
these Monday evening lecturers and I sit right behind them on the k
platform. It is my business to heckle them when they get through,
and I can remember, of what Mr. Paul Douglas said 2 weeks ago,
only a few weds, a few general points * * * But these people
[the forum-goers] listen to lectures with a different purpose from
yours or mine. They are after information and they haven't any- ,

thing like the skill or capacity to remember information that you
or I might have, Their minds are not trained to it. What do
they get out of a lecture? Something pretty vagué and shadowy
and something that isn't going tb last ver)r long, yet they want
more/ That comes to the conclusion that tilt forum, or public
lecture, useful as it may be, isn't enough.- You hav'e to supple-
ment it with something else. The only thing with which ypu can
supplement it is reading, and you have to have the kind ofreading
that will do for these people what needs to be done if the forum is
to be of value "* * *

This study is based on this fairly obvious 'assumption that it is
desirable to cogibine reading, or individual study, with discus-
sion if that discussigp is tò have fdli value as education. The
assumption thg this combinátionstudy.and discussignis good
educational .procedure has been implied in most education for
centuries. In formal learning the student reads his text and dis-
cusses it later with his teachers and fellow students, or he attends
the lectur and follows it with so-called "collateral:: reading.

From Air own experience we know that the concepts that really
become a part of us are those that come as a result of repeatectv
rehandling of spme particular subject matter, as a result of review
ink it in many varied aspects and applications. In this follow-up,
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reading has real valtie as a supplernerit to the lectuie or discus-
sion. One really captures'an idea with the eye aftef being made
conscious of it through the ear.

Conversely, there are probably similar and equal advantages in
following study from the printed page by discussion with one's
fellows. It affords the same opportunity to reN6ew the subject
matter and in addition we have new lights thrown cip our fàcts and
concepts. 'Having to use them under chllenge, we either corn:
pletely discard them or make them genuinely sand permanently
our own. Consequently, in the following considerations on pro-

reading to supplement discussion, We must take into
account both priiaratory and follow-up reading.

There is another important consideratkm bearing on the need
. for supplementary reiding. The lecture and discussion methods
of considering ideas and facts are inadequate. Our own frequent

, experience of faulty reporting of what we or someone else said is
an evidence of this. The discrepancies and lack of agreement
in students' lecture notes, familiar to instructors, is another evi-
dence. Our emotional set toward the speaker greatly influences
what we learn from him. It acts as a sieve to strain oilt either the
thifigi ve Ciónt want to hear or the things we do want to hear.
Ond arrestirig statement of a speaker may plunge us into such
contémplation that we become oblivious to his. next statement

6 which distinctly qualifies the first one. Add tq these drawbacks
our great powers of firgetfulness and, the limitations to the &kcal-
tional -effectiveness of the lectuie or discussion method alone
become apparent.

.

These points of view are stressed not as a criticism of the forum
method but, to emphasize that its full educational 'value is not
realized unless it is supplemented by something like individual
study and reading which help our new insights to take real root
in our minds. The disfinctive values which the forum has to
contribute to education are exercise in tolerance, impartial exami-
nations and suspended judgment, and powerful stimulation of
interest and thought. These are exactly the qualities needed
to vitalize individual study through reading. Discussion and
reading are natural complements to one another.

These considerations are fairly obvious and yet the question-
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naire survey for this study revealed that relatively little had been
done to facilitate these supplementary reading and study oppor-
tunities except in the demonstrations "it Des Moines, Springfield,
the 19 Federal forum demonstration-centers, and a few other
places. Repeatedly the comment was máde that the suggestions
implied in the4questions were especially welcome but were new
and that something would be done to follow them out next
session. The suggestionrthat there should be ample provision for
supplementary reading was readily accepted,..but it was obvious
that its importance had so far occurred tó but few forum man-
agements. The explanation probably lies in the newness of the
idea of the public forum as an educAtional instrument. There
has not yet been time to perfect it in 'all the details. Another
sexplanation, doubtless, is that the proponents of reading, the
librarians, are perhaps a little tardy in suggesting reading as a
necessary supplement to such informal educational projects as
forums.

*4

RELATIVELY SMALL AMOUNT OF
READING DONE

The survey also revealed another evidence of the youth of the
forum as an educational instrument. The forum-goers are even
less aware than the administrators that reading and study can be
a vital adjunct of discussion. Where reading facilities were offered
they made relatively little-use ofirthem. In Des Moines in May
1933 a questionnaire survey indicated that about 19 percent of
those who had attended some fotum- meetings had read parts or
all of one or more books recommended on .the mimeographeers
reading lists distributed at forg:m meetings. This is little when
it is considered that reading one chaPteii- in one book would serve
to count a person in this 19 perceni, Even 100 percent of the
participants reported as readers would not necessarily indicate
full utilization of reading opportunity.

In Wichita, one of the Federal forum demonstration centers,
outstanding book service was given by the public library, sending
trained librarians, with an ample lending collection of books, to

. each meeting. In the early months the number of books bor-
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11.

rowed at each meeting ranged &gm 13 per night in some sections

of the city to 3 in others, an average for the whole city of 6 per
meeting where the average nightly attendance was about 60. In

two other Federal forum' demonstration centers where some

defiriite effort was made to circulate library books to forum patrons
there were results comparable to those at Wichita.

There were more encouraging responses at Springfield, Mass.,
and Pittsburgh, Pa., and in several Federal forum demonstration
centers the circulatfon of pamphlets was roughly two to nine

times greater than the book circulation records.
-In general, these examples are typical and show no very great

amount of reading done in the particular books and pamphlets
on which some circulation statistics are available. However, we

cannot Feneralize too broadly from these few figures. They do
not mean that forum-goers, as a class, are incapable of becoming
interested ih reading. They do not even mean that they do not

read a good deal already as a result of the stimulation of forum
discussions. These aroused interests may be the cause of a con-
siderably increased amount of reading on public questions in
magazines and newspapers or in books and pamphlets procured
elsewhere about which we know Ailing. These inter'ests may also

remain temporarily dormant for a period but lead to reading later
on when a 'new suggestion or opportunity is presented. About
all these results show is that so far we have not been overly suc-

cessful in getting forum-goers to read the particular materials we

have offered under the particular conditions we have set up.

ARE FORUM PATRONS POOR READERS?

Experiences guch as these have led to the assumption on the
part of some that a large proportion of the people who attend
such meetings are what has besn called "ear-minded" as opposed
to "print-minded." This may' be true to- an unknown 'degree,
but perikaps a more accurate statement would be that a large
proportion of adults are inefficient or inexperienced readers.
They turn to auditory sourcés of information, such as forums and
radio, only because poor opportunities for learning to read
erected barriers to the world of print for them. While recent

4
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studies I have revealed a surprising amount of faulty reading
habits, yen ampng college students, so faulty and inefficient that
their success as students and professional workers is seriously
limited, the fact remains that a gre4t deal of this is due to faulty
training in learning to read and relatively little.to what might be
termed an irremediable mental set incapacitating them for,
rekding.

Whatever the causes, it is apparent that comparatively little
reading is now done in connection with forums, that many
forum-goers can never read the kind of materials now available
in social sciences with satisfaction, and that another large group
is probably "capable of reading the available materials but lacks
incentive, interest, time, or something else needed to do so.
There is reason to believe, however, that both groups contain
many potential readers. The obstacles in the way of the disin-
terested group seem fairly easy to remove; many in the poor-
reader group can probably read with satisfaction as soon as we
learn to produce reading materials that are at once brief, inter-
esting, nonacademic, and simple in construction or vocabulary.

But in both cases it will require patience and persistence. It
will require experimptation and funds. Few libraries or forum
administrations are now equipped to render an adequate read-
ing materials service. It must have a place in the forum's budget
of both money and personnel. A beginning recognition ot such
needs is seen in the provisions for reading material in some of the
Federal forum demonstration centers.

OA the assumption with which we started that reading in
connection with public affairs forums is desirablewhat can be
done to facilitate it? As a result of our survey of it-he preserit
situation, it seems that our effort must be directed toward three
main tasks:

1. Education and publicity on coupling reading-and discussion. It has
never occurred to many forum-goers, and perhaps not to
some leaders that the former might read in connection with
the things being disoussed at ttr meetings. It must first be
brought home to them that sup)olementary reading not only

I Gray, Wm. S. Reading difficulties in college. Journal of Higher
Education, 7:356-362, October 1936.
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is possible but that it improves both they discussion and what
is carried away from it and that it can be made interesting.
The primary-need is to get leaders to look on themselves not
as authoritarian legturers, but as guides of discussion and
"skilled exciters of interest and turiosity" for the knowledge
that is to be found in printed matter.

2. Making reading materials easily accessible.Few merchants who
want wider distribution of their wares make them so hard to
get as we usually make our reading materials. Since the idea
of coupling reading and discussion is in its infancy, we cannot
expect it tas grow if people experience great inconvenierice in
obtaining ifeading.materials.

3. Providing a suitable type of reading material.This is perhaps the
most important task. Few forum-goers -have 'the interest
necessary to enable them to read most of the material now
available In the social science field, because of its academic or
technical character. Few have the time or the patience to
read a long book and the pamphlet is still imperfect, hard to
procure, and insufficient in supply.

Let us now review the experiences of both forum and library
programs with respect to each of the three needs mentioned
above to see what suggestions may be found toward meeting
them.

4
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CHAPTER II

PURLICITY AND EDUCATION

THE FIRST STEP necessary to induce more reading of an educa-
tional nature in connection with public discussion is to help
people to become aware of the reiding opportunity and con-
vinced of its value and importance. Those accustomed to going
to books for information and education assume that practically
every intelligent person knows of this oppártunity and knows how
to use it, and that mental laziness is the principal reason most
people do not use it. They little realize that vast numbers of

, able and intelligent people are as unfamiliar with the world of
books as they are with the Province of Tibet. Librarians -who
work with the public know the comnion expression of utter
surprise when one of this vast nonreader group discovers that
the information needed in his hobby or his personal problem or
momentary interest is completely set down in books. These
people never suspect bofts of having ariything of interest for
them, Except for stories, they have long ágo dismissed all books
as dull and academic. In manlf cases this is a hang-over asso-
ciation from school days when their only book acquaintances
were unloved textbooks.

But there is more .than ignorance and apathy keeping this
large nonreader group away from books. Th9r regard print
with` the same fear and distrust with which they regard some
useful but complicated machine which they do iiot know how
to operate. They fed that it doubtless wquld help them in
making decisions and solving many puzzlesgpersonal and social
but that it is only fcir thosé skilled in its use. Mr. Bryson's obser-
vations on this prevalent attitude in a large group of nonreading
lecture-goers are so much in point that he must be quoted again:

They haren't any reading habits and, not having reading hab-
its ihey prefer fo listen to a person talk about the subject * * *
I think that when they hear kperson talk they feel a capacity for
judging the honesty and general reliability of that person.
They judge him by all sorts of things. They known .whether ori 7
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not he sounds like an honest person. But when they look at the'
printed page they. haven't the logic orlhe information to judge.
the validity of, the cold abstractions of print. They are afraid to
trust themselves to the printed page because they can't see the
human being behind it. I don't believe librarians are sufficiently
aware of that fact. I don't believe they reg&e, and I know
thát teachers in colleges are unaware of this flitt, that there are
vast numbers of people who will let you -talk to them about
anything anea will do their best to follow you and come to some
sort of decision on the issues involved provided it is transmitted
to them through personality. They feel a moral capacity with
regard to personalities. They never think. of reading anything
* * * I am convinced that that group of people is the bulk
of the population of any ordinary American town.

EMPHAIS ON READING BY FORUM LEADERS

On the basis of what Mr. Bryson says, it seems logical to have
, this acquaintance and confidence fostered by a personalitythe_

forum leader. We need only to examine our own experience to

see that the personal recommendation of a book 'far outweighs
that of some anonymous printed list, be it only the recommenda-
tion of some casually met stranger. Librarians know this. They
know what results the day aftir some minister mentions, a particu-
lar boo in his sermon. They know how a puzzled reader willboo
say t a library assistant, "Which doyou think I would litre best?"
and lalzw readily and confidently he takes the recommendation.

There is little question that the power of the forum leader.to
stimulate interest in reading is greater than that of any other
person or agency concerned. slf possible he must emphasize
,ndt only particular books but the value of reading in general,
how to read, how to find one's way in print, etc. The best
recommendation' is the casual one in the course of the regular
talk. A prelirkinary sermon on reading is never so effective as a
few words dropped in here and there as an added thought.

1 Genuine interest in the benefits of reading .and in the books
recommended are of course his most valuable aids.

William F. Adams, one of the early Des Moines leaders, used to
,inwet an,effectkre kind of book intermission in the middle of his
talk before a study group in conntión with he forums. He
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1

had-brought 20 or more books from the public library and spread
them on the table.. before him. He would pick up one and then
another, characterizing the .authortie point of view, the scope,
thé value of the conttibutiop, the readability, all from personal
familiarity, and then auctioil them off as loans to those bidding
highest interest in each type of book.

A number of the libraries replying to our inquiry on library-
forum relationships stressed the need of leaders to familiarize
themselves with the more popular literature of the subject, to
try to understand and be tolerant of the public's need and prefer-
ence for' the simpler, briefer, more popular trèatments. (This
whole matter of a more readable literature will be discussed at
length later.) It is very 'difficult for the specialist who needs the
most accurate and 'eomprehensive of source materials to-achieve
a tolerance for the primer which to him is often inaccurate because
it tends to simplify complex and many-sided questions and to give
only a partial and blurred view of a subject. Yet such patience
with the fumbling inaccuracies of the beginning learnerwhether
a child or an adultis essential in an educator, and, as emphasized
earlier; the new form is demanding in its leaders the point of view
of a popular educator.

The following quotations typify the comment of the librarians
on this need.

In my opinion. librarians would do well to begin with the lead-
ers, themselves. I have noted that those who lean most heavily
upon us for bibliographies and reading lists are. apt to be least
successful in stimulating reading. If the teachers of adult groups
would spend more time with books in the library they would
transmit some of the enthusiasm acquired to the group.

Another librarian writes:
*a.

It helps most when the forum leaders mention the books speci-
fically by title. It helps if the forum leaders have read the books them-
selves. Some of the forum leaders are themstIves uninterested in
the popular brief books dnd pamphlets, preferring the large schol-
arly works. But the public likes the briefer, more readable treat-
ments and it is well forleaders to make a special point of reading
and becoming familiar with the material of this type so they can

. recommend it to their .listeners. Our forum leaders are fine.
They know their subjects. They are splendid to work with. But

9
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they know college students better than they do the general public.
And the public forum is still a new thing to them, as it is to some
of the rest of us.
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That the practice of calling attention to the reading opportunity
from the platform is not common is shown by the response to our
inquiry. Only 30 out of 83 answeied affirmatively to the question,
"Has the advantage of following discussion by reading been
einphasized by forum leaders?" Seven reported emphasis on it
4y special announcements in book lists, eight in newspapers, and
five "in other places and ways."

INFLUENCE_ OF THE LIBRARIAN AT THE
FOkUM MEETING

Undoubtedly the forum leader has the most power to stimulate
reading. The public, of course, expects the librarian to recom-
mend his own wares. Nevertheless, the next most potent method
of educating the forum attendants to the idea of supplementary
reading is for an experienced librarian to be present at each
meeting. There is a great opportunity for teamwork between
the leader and librarian at a meeting. The 1ea4ler gains attention
for readihg, puts his prestige behind it, and then tosses part of the
opportunity of answering specific inquiries after the discussion to
the librarian. The leader should answer some of these inquiries
about specific books himselfsome people will want his recom-
mendation onlybut his hands are usually full with post-mor7
tern questions at the close of each meeting and a librarian with
a table of books, pamphlets, and* reading lists near the exit of
the metting place, will salvage many inquiries that would other-

. wise be lost or dealt with hurriedly by the leader.
The librarian should at least be introduced at each meeting,

and if possible have a few minutes for some remarks so that his
voice can be heard and his face -seen and the audience can decide

st whether it thinks his recommendations can be trusted, as Mr.
Bryson suggests. This little ceremony is of real importance to
combat the timidity which deters so many from asking questions
about sömething of which they are ignorant. For this reason the_
librarian should emphasize that he is there primarily to receive
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questions and give advice on reading and only secondarily to
stamp and lend books. He should especially emphasize.the
library's willings to provide a confidential clinic on individual
reading problems. The poor or inexperienced reader is ashamed
to betray his weakness in this respect unless frankly invited to
undertake a trial-and-error experiment in consultation with a
sympathetic librarian ',flail he finds the fype of thing he can read
with satisfaction.

Obviously this will require librartans with personality and
ability. A problem arises in obtaining 'the services of enough
qualified librarians froin public libraries, most of which are
already understaffed. The Wichita City. Library, in its note-
worthy service to the Federal Forum Demonstration in that city
developed the scheme of using librarians from its main library,
branches, and school libraries who were interested in the forums
and would probably attend anyway, allowing them to use the
overtime accumulated` in short vacations at Christmas or other
convenient times. The value of this personalized service of active,
experienced librarians, is emphasized by leaders who have ob-
served the response here and in other forums where they had
lectured and where such service was not available. It will be
interesting to reproduce the following memOrandum of sugges-
tions given these forum librarians by the library administration:

WICHITA CITY LIBRARY

FOR. LIBRARIANS AT FORUM CENTERS

1. Be on hand 15 minutes before meeting begins.
2. Have library display table located as near as possible to the

entrance. Usually it is best in the hall outside auditorium.
Sometimes in re,ar part of auditorium.

3. Take books ot(t of packing case and display them on the
table, placing as many as possible so front cover will sh w.

4. See that reading lists are distributed to the audience as
arrive. When they enter building, and before they get
auditorium is best. (W. P. A. worker gives out the lists.)

5. Stop people as they enter building and ask them if they
wouldn't like to look over the books on forum topics. Sug-
gest that the discussions will be more interesting if one has
read up a little on the subject beforehAnd. Especiallr
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approach people you know, but don't be bashful about
approaching all visitors. Try to get them to take books 4bn
future topics.

6. Make it clear that if they are not attending the meeting .at
this center the next time, books may be returned to main
library.' Many don't intend always to.go tq the same center.

7. If you %rill read the books in yoùr -forum collection, it will
help you to "sell" them to other prospective readers.

8. Be sure you are invited to make announcement at beginning
of meeting. (During the first weeks of the forum.) Sit on
front row when meeting opens, butas soon as you have made
announcement retire to back seat so that you can quickly get
.to thé books when meeting is over. Take one of the attrac-
tive "Headline Books" witll you to show to audience. (If
necessary to leave books untuarded in FAill during meeting,
the books should be put in box and locked ,up dining meet-
ing.)

9. Turn in report for each meeting of the number of books
issued.

10. If speakers mention any of the books, tell them you are glad
they did. We cannot make manY suggestions to forum
leaders but should express appreciation for any help they
give us in calling the attention of the audience to our books.
If the forum leader mentions a irk which is not on our
list, please let tlie librarian know immediately.

11. Following is'S 'good form for your announcement speech.
Be "sure to include the items italicized. (This speech need
not be -used exactly. It is just a suggestion.)

"In order to help make the forum project a success the
city library is supplying -gooks on the various forum topics.
It is felt that members of the audierice will find the meetings
more profitable and will be able to take part more actively

the discussion if they h4ve read to some extent on the
subjects 'which are being considered.

"There will, therefore, be a library rrpresentative here at
each of the forum mee_tings ready to lend books to you both
before and after the meeting. It is not necessary that you return
the book tojthe some building where You borrpwed it. The books
borrowed)tonight will be due in 2 weeks or at next meeting
here if more than 2 weeks elapse between meetings. But if
ypu are not coining to the meeting here 2 weeks from tonight,
you may return the book to the main libiary downtown.
The main libra0 is open all day every week day and until

I There werr about 15 diff6ent centen in Wichita where weekly forums
were conducted.
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9 o'clock each night except Sunday, and also, on Sunday
afternoons from 2 to 6 o'clock for reading.

"We have books not only on tonight's topic but on many
tither topics which are to be discssed later.

"When yobu look at the books which we have on display
you'will find that the librar has kept tht busy person in mind in
selecting these books. Many of you do not have time to
read long detailed studies and I'm sure you will be glad to
find in our collection á number of short, concise books like
this one on which gives interesting information 'in
an extremely readable form, and with graphic illustrations.

"I hope you will stop at the library table ,after t:he
meeting."

The Federal Forum Demonstration Centers have included on
their staffs one or more "forum-librarians," some of whom had
previous library experience and some teaching experience, whose
duties have been preparation of reading Usts, circulation of books,
and registration of library borrowers at the forum meetings.
They have cooperated fullY with the public libraries, whose books
and resources were used; they have handled the sale and lending
service of pamphlets maintained by tile forum admiriisttations,
and have made daily and monthly reports of book and pamphlet

. cireulation for the Office of Education.

NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY

Newspaper, local magazine, and radio publicity,2 should be
repetitive and frequent and should emphasize the values of read-
ing supplementary to discussion. It should also serve to illustráte
tangibly what kinds of reading matter are available in an effort
to dispel the prevalent notion that there is nothing fresh, per-
tinent, brief, or of interest ,to the plain man. . True, there is a
dearth of such material. But there is also some available ma-
terial readable enough to be of interest to a portion of the public
which is not yet aware of its existence. Mere lists of undescribed
books avail little. It is, better to select a halfdozen as bait and
use the available spacs in ,playing them up a little.. Let forum

I The Script Exchange Service, Educational Radio Project, U. S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, Office of Educatioln, %.411 send illustrative material free
on rt;quest.
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leaders or administrators or librarians contribute soiDe popular
brief article or interview on some aspect of reading and forums.
Always in such articles the public should be reminded that the
library is the community's center for informal advice pn such
matters. Of course, the library must prepare to make good on
all such promises and should participate in tht plannirig such
publicity.

Newspapers are interested. in reporting what is done,of interest
in the community. Therefore, when the library organizes a
special display of books or pamphlets, takes a display to a con-
ference or a club meeting, holds an afternoon tea for leaders of
community groups interested in public affairs so that they may
see a special display, orders a large number of books or pamphlets
td meet an unusual demand, etc., news is created. Such a
story writes itself and justifies itself to the editor. The appearance
of such stories in the press from time to time popularizes reading.
Such pul;licity says in effect that reading on public.affairs "is (he
thing to do" and that the library is the agency on the job. One
device which proved successful was the inviting of a local col-
umnist to the pamphlet -display. He was -.so impressed with the
wide 'selection of pamphlet materiat,that he devoted an entire
column to an interesting an4 human story about it.'

The radio can be used by the library as a means of informing
people about books and pamphlets and stimulating reader
interest in general. In most of the forum -demonstration projects
radio .discvssions were conducted by the resident forum leaders.
One thousand three hundred and eleven radio forums were pre-
sented by the 19 projects. In sotnè. cars 'the city librarian was
introduced to present reading suggestions, thus personalizing the
library service available. Iñ other cases the suggested, reading
was presented in "March of Time" fashion by various voices.
Many times the program announcer !would advise the listeners
that they might obtain outlines of the subject discussed together
with riading suggestions.

The litho has be'en used to announce the arrival of books being
used in the forum or the special pamphlet displays. TheK

Aannouncements are sometimes included in the program of a
general- coinmentator who vnounces birthdays and community
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meetings, etc. Another_ radio device which promotes reading is
the dramatized-book review.3

READING LISTS

Finally, there is the publicity of reading by means of readirig
lists distributed to forum-goers. This is the most prevalent and
probably, by itself, the least effective method of educating the pub--
lic to reading opportunity. Of 48 libraries answering the inquiry,
31 indicated that they distributed lists of suggested reading at
forums in their communities. Seven definitely replied that they
did not distribute lists, and 10 gave no answer. In some of the
pikes not replying there were circumstances which made the
issuance of lists hardly feasible. The groups were small-or they
metin a library building where the books themselves were dis-
played, etc. Of the 83 forum manageinents replying to this
question 43 indicated lists were distributed slat meetings, 31
answered "No," and 9 gave no answer, which means that about
52 percent of the forums distribute reading lists.

Reading, lists have their place. Some people, mostly those
with well-developed recling habits, welcome them. They serve
as a reminder that is often needed. But4itost pewle will do' nothing a)3outthe suggestions in a reading list unless their inter-
est has been keenly amused previously by something else.
Reading lists- are not very effective stimulators in themselves un-
less their annotations are excepti6nal and 'pique the curiosit.
Another difficulty, which will be discussed in the next sedion,
is that the books they recommend are seldom ready at hand And
there is not enough intere:st .created to carry over 'until a 'person
has the time to make a trip to a library and run the book down.

But in cdnnection with the other stimulators of inte.rest previ-
ous1).i discussed, reading lists haVe a useful function as auxiliary
tools. Books and authors recommended verbally are seldom
grasped or remen.lbefea urilessOencil ánd paper are handy.
Hence, if the forum ready, or forum iiklorrian, speaking of a

g For radio scripts on dramatized book reviews write Fderal Radio
Project, Office of Education, Washington, D. C, 'Aik for Treasures Next
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t particular book, can refer to "No. 3 on your list," the list having
been distributed before the meeting, its value is apparent.

Leaders' outlines and reading references are' particularly
valuable to teachers of social studies and to leaders of smaldis-
cussion iroups and clubs. They offer the kind of help that is
needed by the more inexperienced discussion leaders and the
person who is responsible for arranging a program on a. subject
with which he is more or less unfamiliar. The filing of leaders'
outlines and reading lists on various subjects either in the forum
headquarters or in the library has proved to be useful to teachers
'And leaders of group discussions looking for material.

, ANNOTATIONS AND DIFFICULTY RATINGS ON
READING LISTS

Whether or not a bOok list is annotated is a matter of real
importance. Titles these days are anything but desctiptive and
are often misleading. A brief note after each tide can have a
good deal of "sales value" if it is written with a view to rousing
the curiosity and interests of the prospective reader. Even if the
leader or librarian verbally characterizes most of the books on an
annotated list, people will forget and will confuse the descriptions
of the different books. Our inquiry indicates that about half of
the forum reading lists prepaYed by libraries and about a third
of those reported by forum administrators' are am(lotated.

An even 'more important but little used aid is some means of
indicating the relative reading difficulty of the different books on
the list. Only about one-seventh of the lists reported in the
inquiry have this valuable feature. It is not uncommon to see
an enticing and accurate descriptive note of a book that turns
out to be academic, long, and difficult. Annotations are prac,
tically valueless unliss the reading difficulty of each item is indi-
cated so that the layman can understand it. Every inexperienced
beginning reader, baffled by attempting a too difficult book first,
may be a prospective reader permanently lost. Conversely, a
person wanting a thorough-going discussion mar be equally
disappointed to discover his choice is all inadequate phinPhlet.
.It is only fair to tell frankly and as fully as possible what to
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expect of each book. Every list should contain, as nearly as
possible, something to satisfy different tastes and different levels
of reading ability, and should give enough information to enable
the user to make an intelligent choice himself.

As examples of interesting annotations the following are given
from a reading list on the subject "Effective Voting" conducted
by the forum leader, Walter J. Millard:

JoNEs, J. CATRON. Readings in Citizenship.
By a political scientist of great ability, it gives "background" to thg

entire subject. Somewhat technical. Available at University library only.

FELS, S. This Changing World.
The author has contributed liberally for many years to movements

aiming at more effective voting. Easy to read and of general interest.
Available at Chattanooga Public Library only.

HOLCOMBE, A. Government in a Planned Democracy.
A book to be well pondered; written by a college professor with sym-

pathetic imaginationnot as rare a combination as some low-brows
Imagine. Somewhat technical. Available at University library only.

KNEIER, CHAS. M. City Government in the U. S.
Another "tit-st" book on city government. Contains the explanation of

the Hare system given in the lecture. Easy to read and of general interest.
Available at University library only.

LIPPMANN, WALTER. Phantom Public.
Written by Lippmann when he could think clearly and did not have to

write unless he had something to write about. An excellent study of the
opinion-making process. Easy to read and of general interest. Available
at University library only.

ROBINSON, JAS. H. Mind in the Making.
A book an intelligent dictator would make compulsory reading before

citizenship could be exercised. Somewhat technical. Available at
Chattanooga Public Library only.

There can be symbols to indicate "easy," "medium," and
"difficult" titles and the descriptive notes themselves can carry
fürther characterizations, such as "for the beginner," "lucid,"
"nontechnical," "scholarly," "complete and comprehensive,"
"attractire format," "illustrated," etc. If possible it should state
to whom the author addresses his work, that is, whether to high-
school students, college students, laymen, the general public, or
other classes. Always it should plainly indicate the size and
length of the book or parriphlet by descriptive words and by
giving the number of pages. Another scheme is to group the
listings under such headings as "introductory," "popular," "ad-
vanbed," "pamphlets," etc. In general there should be more of
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the .`ca.sy" introductory books and pamphlets than "difficult,"
comprehensive ones on forum book lists.

The following example of a forum reading list has been fabri-
cated out of imaginary% book titles and authors in order to illus-
trate some of these points more exactly than they could be with
.actual books and authors.

THE

go

PUBLIC FORUM AND THE PuBLIC
LIBRARY COOPERATING

READING SUGGESTIONS ON CRIME: IT'S CAUSE AND CURE

This list shows only a few of the different kinds of reading on the
subject of crime that you can get at the library. Ask the librar-
ians to help you find other books, pamphlets, or magazine articles
that may suit you better.

The numbers at the left are library "call numben." They will
help you get the book more quickly if you don't find it on the
display shelf of forum books.

The following three symbols will help you rate the *reading
difficulty of each book and pamphlet:

*Simple, everyday language.and ideas.
*Fairly simple.

***For the person who can read the average 'college text-
book.

11.

CRIME, by John Jones. Published by N. Y. 1935.
364 An attractive, 50-page pamphlet written In the language of everyday
j77 conversation. Gives a brief look at the main questions involved.

Unbiased and pushes no one particular point of view. Good for
the beginner.

**DELINQUENTS AND CRIMINALS by John Smith. N. Y.
1934.

364 Written for the general public by a noted professor of criminology
B88 to try to correct some false impressions about the criminal and how

he got to be one. Nontechmcal, trustworthy, full of interesting
facts. A good second book for the beginner. 275 pages.

**CRIMINAL PSYCHOLOGY by Thomas Brown. N. Y.
1934.

364 If you want to dig deeper into the reasons for the criminal's outlook
B18 this book will not "be too bard going if you have already some good

general books on psychology.

Such a list might continue with samples of books ór pamphlets
illustrating the many other avenues of approach to the gengral
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topic of crime, such as juvenile delinquency, gangs, case histories
of criminals, broken homes, economic causes of crime, racketeer-
ing, politics and crime, the effect of criMe stories and reporting
in press, radio, and movies, weak spots in criminal legal machin-
ery, prison life, etc. Oftentimes there are only a rery few facts
-by which a given person's interest may be seized and it does not
pay to be so brief that an insufficient number of choices are
offered as appeals to a widely varied range of interests and read-
ing abilities.

All reading lists should at least suggest that interesting material
is available in magazines as well as in books and, if possible,
give some enticing samples. For example, continuing our
imaginary list on crime

gip

MAGAZINE ARTICLES

Here are samples of some of the more worth-while magazine
articles on crime. You can read them in the library, borrow
some of them, or the library can tell you where to buy back
numbers. It can also help you to find other articles through
The Reader's Guide or similar indexes to magazines.

*CRIMINAL AMERICA, by National Review, May 1936.
**THE SCHOOL, THE FAMILY, AND CRIME, by

tional Review, January 1936.
**THE FuTuRE OF AMERICAN PENOLOGY, by

Bulletin, January 1937.

**HOUSING AND CRIAE, by
1937.

*ORGANIZED CRIME, by
1937.

Reader's

American

**THE PRISON INDUSTRIES PROBLEM, by Penology Bulle-
tin, September 1936.

**TOWARD AN EFFICIENT PAROLE SYSTEM, by
Law Quarterly, October 1936.

*CRIME AND YouTH, by Holt's Weekly, July
**LEGAL VERMIN AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE, by

Review, July 1937.

Educa-

Penology

Magazine, June

Monthly, April

Criminal

1937.

National

CRIME NEWS AND THE PROFITS OF THE PRESS, by
Reader's Magazine, May 1937.

19
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PAMPHLETS

About 15 pamphlets on crime, including the few listed above,
are on display at the forum and the library. All of these may be
borrowed. Some of them may be bought for from 10 to 50 cents.

The display copies carry the same symbols to indicate the read-
ing difficulty as are used in this list.

If your first choices prove too difficult, too simple, too uninter-
esting or unsatisfactory for any reason, consult individually with
a "readet's adviser" at your library until your particular needs
are met. The library will welcome your comment, criticism, or
suggestions on the list and the recommended reading.

LISTS FOR PREPARATORY OR
FOLLOW-UP READING

Some of the libraries and forums have emphasized preparatory
reading by issuing lists concerned with the topic of the next

meeting. The lists of the majority have been for the topics of
the meeting at which they were distributed on the assumption
that people would be most interested in follow-up reading.
Presumably a combination of emphases would be most desirable
alnd, if funds permitted, two lists could be handed out at each
meeting, one covering that meeting's topic and another one
covering the topic of the next meeting. In Wichita, where the
preparatory as well as the follow-up aspect was considered, the
forum leaders clêarly recognized the effect of preparatory read-
ing done by some people in bettering the discussions.

In Springfield, Mass., where the topics and speakers for the
the whole season were well charted in advance, a book list in the
form of a small pamphlet, attractive in format, and well anno-
tated, for the whole series of meetings, was issued by the library
early in the season. It was discovered that many who had been
t90 busy attending forum meetings during the winter made use
of this complete list and did an appreciable amount of follow-up
reading the next summer.4 As a result of this Springfield experi-

4 For the interesting details of this reading list and the summer follow-up
reading, see the report of the Springfield city librarian which is quoted on
pp. 53-55 of this study.
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ence, the Wichita library and forum management prepared a
similar summary list in pamphlet form for the whole series at
the close of the forum series. Many people complained that too
frequent meetings left too little time to read and expressed a
wish to catch up the reading after the forums closed.

I
The Hammond (Ind.) Public Library where the librarian ispisso the executive committee of the Hammond Open Forum, has
ued for several years an attractive printed folder which is ai

.
(giving

1combination calendar and program for the season
speakers, topics, and dates) and book list (giving half a dozen
selected library books dealing with the topic of each meeting).

FORMAT AND stkikiER DETAILS
FOR READING LISTS

It is especially important that all 4ists carry the library call
numbers for each book and clearly indicate which books are
available at the public library (if all arisEot). It is also important
to carry a sentence explaining thatWese strange numbers-are
library call numbers and that they will save the patron much
time and trouble in getting the desired book at the library. This
information should be given even though books are lent at the
meetings. It is unsafe to assume mdch familiarity with such
details on the part of the public. Lack of understanding of these
small matters makes the procuring of a book from a library too
discouraging a task for many people.

Many forums follow the scheme used at Des Moines of append-
ing the &book list to the mimeographed outline of points made by
the speaker. This has advantages which are obvious. If, however,
the book list can be issued separately, an attractiveness of format
can be achieved, eyen on a mimeograph.

Of 40 forums replying to an inquiry, 20 indicated their lists
were mimeographed, 13 printed, and 7 "other style." Of 33
libraries replying% 22 indicated mimeographed, 6 printed, and 5
"other style." Usually the cost and work of publishing lists is a
cooperatiVt enterprise.

21



WHO PREPARES THE READING LIST?

In answer to the question, "Who prepares the reading list?"
49. forum directors answered: Forum leader, 20; librarian, 10;
both cooperatively, 19. Thirty-nine librarians answered: Libra-
ritin, 19; forum leader, 2; both cooperatively, 18. (There was
some overlapping in tha two groups but several librarians
answered for strictly library forums.) There are mutual advan-
tages in the joint preparation of reading lists by leaders and
librarians. It brings to the latter advice on what is sound and
reliable as to content of the books, and it gives the leader the
benefit of the librarian's experience with popular reading taste
and popular reading materiali which hé may easily overlook.
It helps the reading recomme4dations to conform more exactly
to the special phases of the topic which the leader may intend to
stress, and also acts to insure that no references are included for
ooks that are not procurable either at the library or in the book
market. Frequently the library may have only one or a
copies of a book suggested by the leader, but a dozen or

o copies of another book or pamphlet equally satisfactory from the
reader's point of view. There are many similar instances where
smooth wórking conference machinery among all concerned
with ;he forum produces greater effectiveness. More and more
of this pooling of resources and points of view of different pro-
fessional workers in adult education is taking place, the many
benefits of which are apparent.

C.

)44114641.4

THE POINT OF VIEW OF READING LIST
RECOMMENDATIONS

There seems to be a rather general policy on the part of both
forum administrators ánd librarians to have reading lists repre-
sent a variety of points of view. In our inquiry the question was
asked, "Do the lists suggest readings from various points of
view regardless of- that of the forum leader (if there is one)?"
Fifty-three forum directorsa and librarians answered "always";
13 answered "sometimes"; and 11 answered "never."

It is sometimes difficult to find enough material on each of
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several aspects of a topic to have each adequatèly rpresented.
It therefore seems wise to akulo include books that in then;elves
stirvey all points of view impartially. We need more pamphlets
like the "American Primers" 5 and the "Public Affairs Pam-
phlets" 6 which attempt this, and also compact brief books like
those in the "Reference Shelf' 7 series which would do for many
prevalent forum topics what that series does for popular school
and college debate topicsthat is, reprint in one compact volume
a selection of worthwhile articles from pro, con, and general
points of view.

Finally, lists should emphasize that they are merely suggestive
of what is available. There should always be a note to the effect
that there are other books, pamphlets, and magazine articles that
may be of more interest to a particular individual and that the
forum leaders and the libraries welcome further inquiries and
requests for individual guidance. About two-thirds of the lists
issued by libraries are reported as giving this invitation, and
about half of those issued by forum administrations. In the
interest of more satisfying reading recommendations it would
seerh acjvisable to ask for the reactions of members of forum
audiences to the suggested books, etc., on the fists. This seems to
be a practice with 'less than a third of the forums and libraries
reporting.

3 Published by University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill.
e Published by Public Affairs Committee, 8 West 40th Street, New York,

N. Y.
7 Published by H. W. Wilson Co., 958 University Avenue, New York City.
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CHAPTER I I

ACCESSIBILITY \,
READY ACCESS to the means of satisfying our momentary interests

increasingly important in modern life. The commercial world
hac recognized this but the educational and professional worlds,
where the spur of c-ompetition is less operative, have been slower
to utilize it. Many more interests bid for.some share of a man's
attentiòn now than formerly, with the re ult that most of the
spare minutes of his day are abi-E and the things nearest at
hand gain his attention, his time, or his money in preference to
others less accessible for which he may care more.

The ever-present selling appeal of the business world has so
accustomed us to immediate se4ice in response to our slightest
wish ttat we tend less and less to bother about anything that
cannot be delivered at once to our door in answer to a telephone
or post-card request. Every hour of delay in the satisfaction of
an aroused interest weakens it. This is perhaps more true of the
modern man that it was before the daysgpf widespread electrical
service and easy communication when people expectid delayed
satisfaction. As suggested already, the forum discussion can be
made a powerful stimul4tor of interest in further study through
reading. But every delay, every difficulty put in the way of
satisfying that aroused interest weakens it.

READING MATERIAL AVAILABLE
AT THE FORUM

/ This means that the right keading materials must be on hand
and easily procurable at the forum. Experience seems to bear
this out. It is not even ehough to hold the meeting in the
library building. The materials must be in the room and every
effort made to make it easy to borrow or buy. The librarian
at the Wichita Public Library writes:

Some of the forum meetings are in the same buildings where
we have our school libraries. (The school libraries are a part of
the public-library system.) We found quite early in the season
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that Nke could not issue books from all the school libraries. We
couldn't get the peciple to walk doN47n the hall into the library
room! Instead the libratians had to set up a taWjust outside
or just insidethe door of the auditoriunt and display their books
where the people could not help seeing them. So our method of working
is now the same in all of the buildings, whether we have a library
in the building or not * * * We have to take the books
to the people. Havirig the books in the same building with the
forum ,meeting was not enough. But putt* the books under
their noses and along their line of travel in and out of the audi-
torium did induce some of them to take the books home to read.

The librarian of the Des Moines Public Libraiy recently
earranged to have forum meetings held in three different library

buildingstwo of them branch librariësas an experiment to
try out several things. One of these was to see if people would.
borrow more books by reason of merely being in a library build-
ing. Again the experience at Wichita seems to4be borne out---

s "having the books in the same building Was not enough"'
A striking demonstration of the efiect of this policy of "taking

the books to the people" in Wichita is that the various books were
b9rrowed from 2 to 10 times as often at the forum meetings as at
the main librarywhere a special display case of forum books
was maintaineddepending on the relative popularity of each
book and the number of duplicate copies available. This 'Com-
parison would probably be even more impressive if it could be
reduced to the number borrowed for each hour they Were offered
to the public, since those at meetings were available about 30
hours per week (about three 2-hour meetings per night for 5
nights a week), whereas those at the mairi library were available
roughly a total of 75 hours per week and were borrowed partly
by non-forum-goers (students in certain special university
classes, special interest grou s in the-general public, etc.).

Probably almost every ibrary could adduce some further
evidence to show the rked effects of "taking books to the
people," putting them where they are easily accessible and near
the main stream§ of traffic. Or4 carefully meAsured experiment
in the Milwaukee Public Library win suffice as an example.
The pámphlets on social and economic topics were originally
kept on the regular shelves scattered among the books in the places
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determined by their respective book numbers. Then, as an
experiment tbAe pamphlets were put in "4 separate, special
collection which would be conspicuously and accessibly located."
As a third step in the experiment they were, after several months,
moved as a group from the Social ScienCe Department on the
third floor to the delivery room on the main floor, and placed
near the special display collections of readable nonfiction and
popular fiction in order to spread their -"use among those who
ordinarily exhibit no great interest in reading about current
problems:" The average circulation per pamphlet when on
the shelves among the books was less than one in 3 months; in
the special display collection in the social science room it rose to
three and one half in 3 months; Old in the delivery room near the
main borrowing traffic it rose to four and one half circulations
per pamphlet in 3 months. Circulatiori statistics do not measure
the amount of profitable reading actually accomplished at home
but certainly these figures indicate a greater probable use.

Further cb,eck indicated that "under the old system approxi-
mately 16 people drew pamphlets in a month's time. The spe-
cial collection raised this number to 40, while its removal to the
fiction.department brought the readers to 45 each month. Since
the circulation increased at a higher rate than the readers, it
became tvident that individuals were not confining themselves
to single pamphlets but were in some cases drawing as many as
eight."

Our inquiry, shows that reading material of some kind is dis-
played at oplrabout 45 percent of the approximately 100 forums
or discussion meetings which reported on this point. It is a safe
assumption that among all existing forums, the proportion offering
some reading materials at the meetings is much less than this
since more than 400 did not reply to this particular question. A
guess would be that reading material of any consequence is offered
at hardly more than 15 percent of existing public forums. This
includes also those forums where a small group of pamphlas are

I smith, Stewart W., and James, Marion E. 4Popu1arigang the pamphlet.
Library Journal, 61: 671-673, Sept. 15, 1936. This article gives further
interesting facts on who borrowed the pamphlets their backgramds of
education, occupation, etc.
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offered .for sale. There are relatively few where any attempt to
provide a thorough-going reading service at the meetinss hás been
made. -All but two of the Office of. Education demonstration
centers and a few others have provided some reading service at
meetings. While a complete report was not received= it appears
that most of these lend reading material at the forums,-that about
half as mány sell it, and some meiely display it.

Two of the Office of Education demonstfation centers have de-
veloped caes or kits which greatly facilitate transriorting the books
to the forum meetings. The one developed at Portland, Oreg.a
combination carrying.and display caseis shown on pages 63=64.
Wichita uses an inexpensive light-weight canvas-covered mailing-
case such as is sometimes used by students to mail laundry. The
books are carried in these to the meeting either by the leader or
the forum_librarian. They hold about 50 small books or pam-
phlets. Each case also includes a pencil dater which records the
initial of the leader along with the date. This initial serves to
indicate which case the book belongs in when it is returned by a
reader to the forum center or to the main library or its branches.

BORROWING ROUTINE§ -AND
AbCESSIBILITY *

a

A complicated .borrowing routille, even where the books are
available at the meetings, makei them, in effect, as inacc,essible
as the inconvenience of distance. rThere is -a surprising amount

p. co( fear of library routine on the part of the uninitiatçd, due partly
to a hesitancy to display ignorance. This undo tedly deters
many Wouldbe patrons. Libraries must, howeve , have some
means of knowing where their loaned books are and when they are
due to be returned or the resulting lack of desirable books on hand
would make its service so ineffective that patrons would after a

¶ time become too discouraged to try to borrow. It is a vicious
. circle. It seems necessary to require borrowers to register and to

make records of their boriowings. Usually the presence 'of ones
nanie in a telephone directory or some similar evidence that one is
a bona fide resident of the community is all that is required in
order that a person may obtain # library card. But in order that

25494 *-1-38-8 27
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this r uiiTment. of presenting a library registfation card when
one bo ows a book may not become a deterrant to many forum
attend ts, it seems necessary to hav,e a library representative at
thC fgtum, someone who is conversant enough with the use of the
library's records and its registration policies to issue new cards,
renew lapsed ones, and deal with cases where privilege,have been
withdrawn because ,. of accumulated unpaid fines. Evep then
there will be limitations-and difficulties. Each library will have
to make whatever arrangements local circumstances will allow,
with as liberal an interpretation of its rules as possible.

Wichita permits that*"books may be checked on your name and
address rather than on your regular library card." Portland,
Ofeg., advertises in the announcements and)by posters to remind
forum-goers to bring their library cards with them. A large
poster set up over the display case of books reads "Have yu
brought your lib6M7y card? These books circulate." S 1 of

_ the Office of Education demofistration forums have promigns of
one kind or another for issuing library cards at the meetings.
During the priod September 1936 to June 1937.,the librarians.

ar8 of these foPtim projects issued 1,103-ntw library hrds.
With relatively-- inexpensive pamphlets fewer precautions for

-a their return are necessary than with books. Some of the forum
administrations in the Office .of Education projects Save them-
selves established loan systems for pamphlets requiring only a
person's signature for borrowing. During the 10 months of the
1936-37 ieason for the Federal demonstration forums a total of

_ 62,459- pamphlets Were sold and loaned at 17 demonstration
centers.

PAMPHLET DISTRIBUTION

Even more helpful than provision for borrowing 'pamphlets at
forum meetings, is the opportunity to buy them. Many people
prefer_Apaying 5 to 35 cents rather than bother to read__ and.
return a borrowed copy within a given time. BoughOpArmphlets
are apt to be passed on to others. Furthermore, the production
of more worth-while, unbiaied pamphlets onlikrent, tocial, and
economic pr9blems is dependent to a large extent on building up
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a reliable market for them. It would certainly seem :that people
drawn by p4b1ie affairs forums would be likely .ctinsumers of
public affair% pamphlets. Several recent praise!Arthy attempts
n the part of nonprofit groups to produce in'expensive, reliable,

partial pamphlets on current problems hae demonstrated that
it is v-ery difficult to make sales even pay.prixruction costs 'becaus
the au-dience for. them is unorganized and unresponsive a- ilci the
existing sales mechanisms are inadequatè. Hence, whatever
forams and libraries can do to train a larger reading public to an
appreciation bf good pampfilets(to improve distribution and sales
facilities, and to create a larger pamphlet-buying public will
eventually -Ayoik toward the production of a larger tt r
pamphlet literature. 4

It costs almost as much to advertise, handle di aistribute a
pamphlet as a 64:bok, anki a pamphlet prim for a single copy that
would pay its distribution cost, if handled as a book, would have
to be_ so large as to be prohibitive. Some very inexpensive
pamphlets are, of course, available but they are usually sub
by some group or individual having a s
preient. This tends to keep
literature. Furthermore t

-printed in very smal
Forums:libraries', and adult education 'agencies have an op-4

, portunity to help in this situation by buying pámphlets in quantity
and reserling at cost Ito a selected, interested audience. A survey
at Dis Moines a few yéars ago revealed that 44 percent of forum

. attendants would care to buy pamphlets on the /topics being dis-
cussed if afey did not cost more -than 25 cents áPirce;

Relatively little activity or, interest in pamphlets on the part of
- forums or libraries is revealed in the replie; to out inquiry. In

answer to the questiOn "Is there any-special emphasis. on pam-
phrets?" 'onfy .oui of 83 forums answered "Yes."- Nine out of
48 libraries concerned with forums answered "Yes." Nine forums
indicated they -were lending pamphlets and 14 were selling them.
Six librariet Were knding and tye were selling them.

Many efforts.have been put forward to create a sound basis
for the mass, circul4tion of pamphlets and inexpensive books.

a

of view to
et literature a partisan

subsidized parnTitlet is frequently
oils which are quickly eXhausted.

Eurtnie- the paperamcovered books selling for the t quivaltut of

.
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15 to 30 cents are commonplace. In our early history the
pamphlet was a popular medium for expressing ideas to a large

\part of the population. Attempts are being made io revive the
pamphlet as .an aid in adult eduçation because of its brevity and c

low cost. Many university presses, national foundations, and
educational and civic organizations, a well as some commercial
publishers, are producing pamphlets which serve this purpose.
Publishers of such pamphlets agree that théir problem is mainly
that of distribution.

a

be INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY cotdially invites
yo.0 to see and examine a display of more than 700
pamphlets on Social, Economic and Civic questions.

Thu eXhibit has been collected from more than eighty
towels by the UnIted States Of.fice of Education in otdei
to make more generally kaolin the valuable and Inexpensive
material avallabl to any group seeking the latest inform.
tiono, the problems affecting veryday living'.

These interesting pamphlets may be seen in the,Delivery
Room of the Central Library through the months of April
and Kay from aloe AX. to nine P.M. every week day, and
from two to six P.M. n Sunday.

L. L. Dickerson, Librarian

Announcement of Display Sent to Teachers and Leaders of Adult Groups
Interested in Public Affairs

-_

An experiment has been conducted during the past year through

the cooperative efforts oahe American Library Association;The
Public Affairi Committee, and the Office of Eduç4tion in the
field of pamphlet distribution. Thirty miters weie selected in
all pails of the country where displays ofb pamphlet material,
including 600 tó 700 tides as listed in the index of Public Affairs
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Pamphlets 2 were ,establishecil' Leaders of forums, discussion
groups, educatiónal and civic organizations, and educat6rs in
high schools and colleges were invited to review thess displays
and urged to order pamphlets they found useful to their work.
A statement-of the plin is to be found in an Office of Education
bulletin 2 and a report of the results of the experiment will be
found in the supplement io. this bulletin being prepared for pub-
lication in the near future.

ACCESSIBILITY. OF MAGAZINE ARTICLES

A fairly good proportion of both forums and interested libraries
indicate that references to magazine articles are inc1uded in read-
ing lists, a fair number (16 libraries and 14 forums) say that the
use of the magazine indexes such as The Readers' Guide %to
Periodical Literature are especially brought to the attention of
forurri patrons, and a few (4 libraries And 4 forums) report that
magazine' articles are duplicated to distribute. However, there
is a strong probability, corro8orated by the careful .observation
of a few libraries that have included magazine references on read-
ing lists, that the actual use of the articles is almost nil. The
location of a magazine article on the part of an interested forum
patron necessitates his going to the library and searching it out and
ordinarily it is a longer and more bothersome process to locate an
article in a back number of a magazine than to locate a book.
Of the three trpes of reading materialbooks, pamphlets, and
magazine articlesmagazine articles are perhaps most often
suitable because of their brevitY, conc*ness, timeliness, and
popularity of style but they are also the least accessible. Tlie
reprinting and free distribution of the rhost pertifient articles
might offer -a solution were it 'not fraught with the danger of in-
fringement. of cppyright. least carelessness in failing to
obtain the ivritten permission of both the author. of the ankle
and the publisher of the magazine, or in failing io note fully

2 Public Affairs Pamphlets, an index,to inexpensive pamphlets on social,
economic, political, and international affairs. Contains arl article entitltd
"Planned Use of Pamphlets." U. S. Department of the. Intétior, Oflke of
Education. Bulletin 1937, No 3.
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on the reprint the origin`à1 source and the statement of perrnissron,
may cause a great deal of trouble.

One of the Federal Forum Derrionstration 1C/enters m'as' able to
mimeograph and distribute several thousand copies of an article
on the Supreme Court controversy prisor t'o the discussion of thair.,
subject ih the forums. Such articles were passed around to
houses and sent home to parents by school children.

Occasionally magazines such as the Suivey Graphic have, or
will have 'rit-in oft"--reprints ofd articles in their magazines and will
supply them inexpensively in large quaritities. Such requests
must follow promptly upon the appearance of the article if best
reprint prices are to be obtained. It is unfortunate that no one
apparently sees a satisfactory solution of the ,problem of making
this most useful type of material more accessible.

DISPLAY OF FORUM BOOKS AT
\- THE LIBRARY

The usual alternative to offering reading material at the forum
meeting is to set u-p a special "ForumtReading" shelf, table, or
display rack at the library an`cl occasionally at branch libraries
also. This seems to be about as frequent a practice as maintain-
ing a special display at the meeting, and, as will be remembered,
this is far from common. Only a few very special alcoves for
forum readers have been rèported.

We- have already discussed the inadequacy of both special dis-
plays at the library and reading lists. if either of -these is de-
pended on alone. Both are obviously of value as auxiliaries and
are usually employed in addition to most book displays at the
,forum. Frequently the special display of forum books at the
library arouses interest in the forums among library patrons.

DUPLICATE COPIES AND ACCESSIBILITY

Another important element in easy accessibility is a sufficient
supply of duplicate copies of the more used books, and pam-
phlet& The chance for a prospective riader to lose interest
because of haying to postpone its satisfaciion is as great if he
must "reserve" a book and 'wait for someone eisé to return it

32
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as it is if he must wait until he has time to go to the library and
hunt if up in the first instance. If there is advantage in having
the reading matter on* ground at the time when interest is
high, it is obviously essential to have a supply equal to or greater
than the demand.

Early planning between forum and library can often Obviate
'difficulty in this respect. There have been cases where the forum
issued a recommended list of readings without first ascertaining
what was available on the subject in the library and where the
library had only one or a few copies of these specific bo.oks but
anqmple stocic of others that would have been acceptable to
the forum leader. If the consultation is enough in advance of
the meeting date, the library is often able to order and have
ready enough extra copies to meet the deinand. Incidentally,
it is almost as ineffective to have the library go ahead and issue
a list without consulting the leader or lecturer and find its selec-
tions -inapplicable to the special emphases of the talk and the
discussion.

COST OF READING MATERIAL AND THE
FORUM BUDGET

a

Libraries, especially during depression years, frequently have
been too restricted in book funds to provide enough duplicates
to meet thc reading deniands that could be stimulated among
forum-goers. The Des Moines Public Library in predepression

.years had an annual book fund as high as $30,000. During the
early yOws of the forum this had been cut to $5,000 and by 1936
had risen only to $14,000. In the beginning years it was neces-
sary to call in4books from the branches in'órder to have one ade-
quately stoaced display shelf of forum books ast the main library.
Obviously there would have been little point in trying to stimu-
late more reading of books with no hinds to melt such a demand.

At Springfield, Mass., this eventu4lity was foreseen and a special
approprIation of $400 for the first year (1935) and $200 for the
second year (1936) was made tò the City Library out of forum
funds by the forum sPonsors to buss books to supplement the
library's existing collection and to p vide fort the printing- of

I
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book lists. The books required in connection with the historical
'emphasis at Springfield were of a fairly expensive kind and in
spite of the fact that the City Library of Springfield is a well-
stocked library this additional subsidy undoubtedly played no
small part in making possible the unusually large amount of
reading done in connection with these forums. A portion of
the fund was held in reserve to apply in duplicating the books
that later proved to be most in demand. A considerable part
of it was spent at the close of the season when there. was mani-
fested a large, accumulated intatrest in follow-up readirig that
people had had no time to satisfy during the busy round of
meetings.

In the field of cal-rent social and economic problemsit happens
that there is a more plentiful supply of popular books and
parriphletsthe kind moit in demand by forum patronswhich
arc reltively ineicpensive. The report of the Wichita City
Library on the cost of providing a duplicatt supply of reading
matter for forum needs is in point and suggestive.

The imount of money necessarylo be spent for reading mate-
rial would vary, according to the length of time the forum runs,
the type of subjects discussed, and the number of different subjects
discussed. * * * We have spent a total of $258 for stooks on
forum subjects. (Of course we already had some of the books.)
We also spent about $30 for covers for the pamphlet material
which we cataloged and handled as we would a book. From our
experiehce we think $300 would be a fair ámount to cover the
cost of books and pamphlet bindings. However, we duplicated
hardly any books. Most of our duplication was in pamphlets
costing 56 cents or less. But it seemed to be the pamphlets which
people wanted. * * 4 Of many of the small popular books
and pamphlets there are 30 copies. (All of these forum books
were bought out of the library's own very meager book fund.)

These experiences seem to point to the advisability of consider-
ing the cost of reading materials one of the necessary items on the
budget of a forum. Were the primary purposé of the forum,
recreation or entertainment, this might not seem necessary, but
when a forum becomes an educational ,project it incurs some obli.
gatipn to provide educational materials. Unquestionably the
library.should be drawn on to the extent of its ability. The put,-
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lic library should beand there are signs that it is coming to
bethe community center specializing not only in the storihg and
distributing of the materials for informal education, but also in
advising on their selection and use. But where appropriations
are too limited to allow the library to do the whole job adequately
and especially when the duplicate material provided for a special
adult educational project may have little use after the conclusion
of the projector even after a few special lecturesthen it seems
wise to provide for supplementary aid in th general budget.
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CHAPTER IV

SUITABILITY OF THE READING MATERIAL

THIS Is probably the most inortant of the three main factors
conditioning the success of rading by forum patrons. If the
material is exactly suited, if it 'gives full satisfaction to a large
group, it needs less publiFity and will be found even if 'relatively
inaccessible.

9

DEARTH OF RiADABLE BQOKS

As suggested earlier, mast of us who read books and the beiter
magazines for the sake of learning assume that this same oppor-
tuility is open to nearly eNrerybody. if the other fellow doesn't
learn by reading, it is because he is "incurably lowbrow" or júst
isn't alert enough to see his opportunity.

Even librarians and educators believed thi§ until they became
interested in popular education in récént years and discovered
s.ome very surprising facts. They have now found out that most
of our sse.. about serious subjects are either beyond the average
person' ing skill or are so difficult and uninteresting that he
is driven pàiringly away afte his first few attempts.

About ,a dozen years ago i this countiy educators of adults
be an to realize more fully t at own-u s out of school were
grasping at all kinds of opportunities to continue théir eduqtion
throughout life. They didn't want more of the textbook and
classroom experiences of youth, but they did want a 'chance to
continue learning in a free and enjoyable way. We then became
adult-education-conscious.

Among the early discoverers of the new "adult education"
were the public librarians. They realized we had in the public
library something well suited to the needs of this- adult who
wanted to keep on learning in his spare time. Some librarians
began to advertise this in their gentle way and to -Adapt their
machinery to this informal kind of education. One of the ways
was to set up "retaders' advisers," specialists on the library
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staff who gave their wfiole time io leisiirely, confidential consulta-
tion with the individual whose education wasn't all he wished it
to be and who wanted advice on what to read to bettv it.

The readers' 'advisers had little more than startedwhen a cry
arose from all of them to the effect that they had only a pitifully
few books on serious topics that their inquirers could understand
or read with any satisfaction. "Readable" books they Aced for,
and that ratherimperfect designation ha,s stuck. Readable in the
sense of unclerstandable, they meant.

So the American Libráry Association set up a Committee on
Readable Books, and sent an able librarian with a fitting back-
ground of experience in war library service, Emma Felsènthal,
around the circuit of readers' advisers to discuss the readable book G
with them, to find out what a readable book really was, and to get
the names of the few existing books that had proved readable in
the experience of these librarians. Her brief list of such books,
published in 1929,1 contained also one of the first clear discus-
sions of what makes a book understandable. The evidence cols-
lected from the readers' advisers by Miss Felsenthal showed that
there were unexpected numbers of splid, intelligent Americans
who were seeking some half understood goal of education or cul-
ture but who were disappointed in trying to reach /through
books. Their schooling had been eighth grade or less. They
had then worked hard earning a living for a decade or two; and
such imperfect reading experience as "grammar, school' had
@yen lay unused and undeveloped meanwhile. Naturally they
were. balked in trying to read books written, most of them, by
caege-bred men tor other College-bred men in words, sentence
forms, and ideas familiar for the most part only in the college,
envirofiment.

The journalist type of writer had already sensed an opportunity
here and for a while the popularizer had his day. But there was
too much jazz and too little reliablefact in many of their produc-
tions to give any lasting satisfactidn to these massses of sensible
but unskilled readers. Besides, many popularizeis had not
%Accurately sensed the need. They were- clever but not clear.,e.

1 Felsenthal, Emma. Readable Books. on Many- Subjects. Chicago, Ill.,-
American Library Association, 19$, 39 p. 1
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They mistakenly thought that a staccato, störy-telling style would
be a substitute for simplicity.

The textbooks for immigrant and illiteracy classes come into a
corner of the picture also. But the chitclish-tone and the dullness
of the school book carried over into these so-called American-
ization books, and scarcely a half dozen of the scores of such
books available would prove tolerable to the adult mind.

WHAT IS READABLE WRITING?

A more thorough understanding of the problem was needed.
It became apparent thai the writing of readable books for these
meow of intelligent mechanics, storekeepers, office workers,
etc., was a very difficult art. It called for a combination of
qualities hard to, find in any one writer or specialist. About this
time James Harvey Robinson, the historian, wrote a little book
The Humanizing of Knowledge 2a ppealing for "a new type of
writer." "For to be simple," he said, "is to be sympathetic and
to endeavor to bring what one says or writes close up to those one
is addressing. * * * And the great art in writing is not to
exhibit one's own insight and learning but really to influence
those whom one is aiming to influence." What' then is this-
difficult art of understandable writing?

Miss Felsenthal and the librarians' keadable Book Committeé,
aided by the experience of the library readers' advisers, set down
several requirements: (1) Simplicity of language; (2) nontech-
nical treatment; (3) brief statements; (4) fluency (not the text-
book of chopped up bits of information); (5) adult tone; (6)
vitality, or reflected enthusiasm in the author; (7) attractive
p'hysical format. Ifi other words, mature ideas and interesting,
boiled-down facts presented in the perfectly good andNespectable
English of conversation with which plain people are familiar,
not the seldom spoken language of literary custom which shacklei
most book Writers.

Robinson, Janies Harvey. The Humanizing of Knowledge. Doran rev.
ed. 1926.
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Mr. Bryson,' in his talk to librarians previously quoted, says:
Piof. T. N. Carver, who was with us (at Des. Moines) last year,

said: "When economists talk to each other they talk in their own
Jargon, but the man about whom we are talking as a reader has
his jargon and it isn't mere simplicity. It is a jargon. It is a
particular turn of phrase, a particular vdcabulary, a particular
way of saying things, and that is his language and he doesn't
really uriderstand anything that isn't written in that language
* * *" That requires, I think, that the person who writes
this sort of new literature we are demanding shall learn thoroughly
and completely and sympathetically the manner of speech of the
man in the street. Simplicity is by no means enough. You have
to have a new language.

READABILITY IN SOCIAL SCIENtE FIELDS ,

When other educational opportunities were thrown open to the
man in the street other adult educationists began to meet with
the same diffiCulty which librarians had found. This wAs es-
pecially true where forums and discussiA grtups were dealing
with social and economic questions. These people follwed the
forum leadet as long as he talked tHe language of everyday cop-
versation. But occasionally they asked him to recommend follow-
up reading. Some of thee Iceeiter forum leaders then began to
discover that there was little in print understandable to mpny
people who were perfectly able (to take intelligent part in the
forum discussions. One inquirer asked for something to read on
the subject of war debts which they .had been discuing. The
leader recommended a long, thor-ough, teChnical bbók. Later
he asied the man how he liked it and the answer expressed the
reaction of many others"I looked at it, I hefted it, and then I
deCided I wasn't that much intemted in war debts."

When education cattle to the C. C. C. camps it had to m4ke
itself interesting' or have no students, for the boys were net cotn-
pelled to go to classes. Yet it was plain that many of these boys
were genuinely interested in certain social and economiC problems
which they had already.rnet first hand. The C. C. C. educátional

3 Bryson, Lyman. Public Forums and Readable Books. American
library Association Bulletin, 27: §3641,50, Dec. 15, 1933.
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directors were wise enough not to use schoolroom textbooks as
fodder for the "bull sessions" on these topics.

Educational radio is ma.king the same discovery. The Radio
Committee of the American- Historical Association in its ne;'
series presenting history behind the current news trusts scholars
to produce the facts but employs professional broadcasters who

'know the language and psychology of the listening audience to
rework and presein them. So also in the field of parent education,
field workers are discovering that even the relatively popular
preseinations of child psychology are ndt enough and researchers
are analyzing the existing literature for its elements 'of difficulty
and others are producing easy-to-read bulletins for P.arents of
limited readffig ability.

Meanwhile, Dr. William S. Gray and Dr. Bernice Leary 4 at
the University of Chicago set about to verify some of the frequent
complailtts that most books were not understandable. They
analyzed the difficulty of a representaitive sample of nonfiction
books. They tested a fairly representative sample of adult
readers for their ability to read material of varying degrees of
difficulty, and matched the findings of the two tests. As a result
they believe that for half of our adult readers there are few books
except fiction, some biography, and a small, number of travel
books which they can read with satisfaction. A third of our
adult readers have a reading ability of fifth grade or below which
limits them to nothing more difficult than a few popular novels,
such as those of Zane Grey, nonfiction for boys and "girls, a fey
amplifications of grown-up books for sehool use. Furthermore,
Dr. Gray measured only "structural" difficulty., in these books;
that is, such things as the number of different words per page,
the number ofhárd words, the length and complexity of sefitences,
etc. If we also take into iccount the difficulty added for many
people when a book is fulr of unfamiliar or abstract ideas, then
the picture is even less hopeful.

The serious meaning of all this is that if a good half of our voters
should wish to help themselves to more intelligent understanding
of either personal or social living, they may expect very litde help

4 Gray, W. S., and Leary, Bernice. What Makes a Book Readable.
University Of Chicago Press, 1935.
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from books except indirectly through some fiction and biogi4hyt.
Dr. Gray and Dr. Leary found that most of the books on vital

public questions, among those they tested, fell in areas "D"
and "E" which are 'characterized as "difficult" and "very
difficult" (from the point of view of structural difficultY
phraseology, vocabulary, etc.) . Their studies also indicate that
such books can be reaci'with satisfaction by probably less ihap
one-sixth of the adult literate poptilation. In these tests, too,
they made special, effort to include all nonfiction books that
librarians and adult educators considered "easy." 5

It is true, of course, that our public forums at present draw
somewhat more heavily from the "educated" sections of the
population than from the uneducated. A survey in Des Moines
revealed that while 38 percent of the total adult population of
the city had less than 9 years of schooling, only about 20 percent
of thine who attended forums were drawn from this group, a

a that where 18 percent of the whole population had had or
more years of schooling, 38 percent of forum attendants were
from this group having 1 or more years of Ipollege. However,
about 62 percent of forum attendants had had only high-school
education or- less. Gray's evidence and the experience of
librarians indicate that most m'railable books in the socio-
economic fields are too difficitit or academic for the majority
of this group, who attended the high schools of some 15 years ago,
to read with ease or satisfaction.

, But it is the hope that forums, as agencies of adult civic educa/-
tion, can to some degree, reach down into those levels which arc
beyond the influence of our more academic educational agencies.

citizens
who have never

been to high schpol and never achieved the ability to read most
of what has bilm written on civic questions, cannot be disregarded.
An examination of statistics 6 of school, attendance for those
periods when the great bulk of our adult population 35 years of
age and over (wch#predominatts in most public affairs forums)
would have been in the upper grides or high school, indWates

I Ibid., pp. 209:223.

4

_Bryson, Lyman. For Whom Are We Working? Journal of Adult
Education, 5: 136-140, April 1933.
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that probasbly not more than 10 percene"erver had any secondáry
education. Such cold calculations aye a pretty hard blow for the
librarian anti adult educator who sometimes hopes that his
efforts may contribute to an increased public intelligence which
will saNage democracy. We can hardly wait until latergenerat .

tions of better readers come along. Something must be dorm
to bring i-eading materials within reach of the millions of adult
nonreaders today.

WHAT IS BEING DONE ABOUT IT? Its

There are nöw some signs of serious recognition of the lack Of
"readable" books and of action to relieve it. The American
'Primer pamphlet project for the C. C. C..boys has already been
mentioned.. More recently there has been' set up at Teachers*
Collége, Columbia University, a "Readability Laboratory"
thrpugh the efforts and hell; of the American Associati8n for
Adult Educätion, which has ftawimpe years listened syMpatheti.
cally to the testimony of librarians 'and forum leaders. This
"Laboratory" is experimenting in producing understandable
writing, is testing its productions as it wo4s, is training selected,
persons in revising manuscripts to make them more readAble as
well as in producing new manuscripts, and is-advising some of
the foremost publishers who are genuinely interested and are
cooperating.

If we can judge from the few r6acl4b1e pamphlets 'that have
been written, it seems that the sreadàble book will be Welcomed
by the practiced as well' as the ineXpetienced reader whQ wants
a quick, interesting introduction to ariy unfamiliar field. It milk
prove tg be, like `the magazine digest, another esserftial tin
economizer in an age which demands wide knowledge but allows
little time to acquire it. .

But the readable book will probably not be produced in such
quantities that the needs 'the 40 milliñ unserved readers will'
be rrit over night. Besides, other difficulties stand in the way of
making the book a really ¡effective carrier of education. There
are manY who have learned faulty habits in reading which make.
it a very difficult and tiring task. They recognize only4tters arid

o

o
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single words at each glance and must stop and tedigusly fit them
together. The good reader takes in the meaning 9f whole phrases
and sentences in one sweep of the 6re. Fortunately, we have
learned how to correct some of these habits. .

Then there is the problem of getting books within easy reach of
everyone Only a third of our 'population has good library
service; another third has poor service; and the last third none at
all. Book stores reach only the more prosperous and bétter
educated classes of citizens, mainly those in large cities.

The first job, however, seem to be to make the book undr
standable to half of our adult population. The regly interesting,
understandable bpok will almost distribute itself.

It seems, then, that a long journey is ahead before books be-
come, the vital things in our national life that book lovefs like to
think they are.

SPECIAL VALUE OF PAMPHLTS

The foreping considerations apply mainly to books and pam-
phlets: An spite of ihe fact that most evidence available favors the
pamphlet as more iuitable and more popular for emphasis in
publiC affairs forums, it'seems that both librarians and educators
have a deep-set habit of thinking first." the book and later of
other fortns of reading material. Undoubtedly the book has a
place, but it would seem that the pamphlet or some brief treat-
ment is best adapted for first use for opening up a subject, and
that books would be foi. those who already had an introduction
and were ready and interested enough for a mot thorough
exploration of a topic. *However, only about 15 percent of the
forums and interested libraries answered affirmatively to the
inquiry, `:Is there any special emphasis on pamphlets?:'

But meke brevity does not constitute the sole virtue of the pani-
phlet. It usually is concerned with a very specific aspect of a
topic. It discusses a special issue r4ther than a broad, subject.
The forum-goers "don't want ouilines of things; they don't
want primers. They want discussions of issues, and what 4they
get of the elements.of ecohomics, political science, international
trade, or anything else is to be made specifically applicable to
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the issue which they came to hear about. * * You can
sometimes get a person along, in hit process of adult education,
to the point where he wants a general statement of a subject,
but that is a very late stage. It means that you have' already
done a great deal for him when he comes and says, 'I would like
to know sotriething abdut economics. What is a simple book on
economics?' " 7 It is perhaps gne of the main values of the
pamphlet for forum use that it presents these specific issues with
which forum attendants are primarily concerned.

It can also be said that in general the popular pamphlets on
public questions are simpler, and more readable than the books
on similar topics. Certainly they are mort favored and 'more
read by the forum patrons. At lea.t this is the" observation of
mostlibrarians and forum administrators who are offering both
books and pamphlets to those who attend and it is graphically
borne out by a tabulation of all books and parilphlets displayed
at the Wichita forum, which shows that the pamphlets (and
particularly those rated "easy") enjoyed a much larger circula-
tion than the books. This was partly due to the fact that, there
was a larger supply of pamphlets offered but they were duplicated
largely because they proved to be popular.

SUITABILITY OF MAGAZINE ARTICLES

The obstacle of inaccessibility with regard to magazines has
already been discussed. It is difficult to make any general
statment with regard to their readability since they vary so
much, and because they' have not been subjected'. to as careful
analysis in is res t as ave . rpt. an ary ana-
ly zed . Ore peeielita v.e sampling of magazines for structural
difficulty. (vocabulaijr sentence complexity, etc.) and roughly
classified. their sample's in three classes: " ," "average," and
"difficule." The "eqiy" class was representid by fiction, "pulp"
magazines such as Aces, All-Story, Clues, Trim Romances, qtc.

7 Bryson:Lyman. Piibliè Forums and Readable Books. Bulletin
American Library Ass5iciation,.27: 640-646, Dec. 15, 1933.

8 Gray, W. S., and Leary, Bernice. What makts a book readable?
versity of Chicago Prtss, 1935. Pp. 175-178.
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The "average' class was typified by the American. Magazine,
Collier's, Cosmopolitan, Saturday Evenidg Post, Capper's
Farmer, Liberty, etc. The "difficult" class Was represented by
Atlantic Monthly, Literary Digest, Pathfinder (a current events
magazine, for school-use), Review of Reviews.

This is not encotiraging, but thesq ratings are of course relative.
It is reasonable to suppose that careful selèction would yield as
many .suitable ma0zine articles on Public questions as could be
found among pamphlets. It is apparent that almost anything
that could be written on social 'and economic Problems must
.necessarily rate more difficult for this great group of unskilled
readers than fiction or everyday household matters since the
social science field is less familiar in eith'ei vocabulary or concepts
than matters of common, everyday, personal experience Nyhich
can be treated in the vocabulary of cçnversation and which are
the materials out of which fictioh and some bioitaphy are made.

Nevertheless it is undoubtedly true that most magazine articles
and pamphlets on socio-economic matters coukr be inade much
more intelligible .and interesting to the inexperienced reader by
some conscious effort. For the most part tfiese articles and pam-
phlets have been written by specialists who are not conscious of
any need to be intelligible to a nonacademic reader. Roman L.
Home and others hate demonstrated in some of The American
Primer series 9 of pamphlets that topics in this field can be
lucidly and accurately treated in the language of more ot less
everyday conversation, a language much mor,intelligible to the
average man than that of the newspaper press in discussing such
matters. Wt litde realize how different the spoken English spf

everyday conversation is from written English. When most
people take up a pen to write for publication they unconsciously
use a distinctli different vocabulary and phraseology which
sounds as unusual and meaningless to the average American as a
book-learned foreign language sounds to a native. It is very
likely that this English of conversation may prove to be an
intelligible printed language for these millions of inexperienced
readers, oad as it may look in print to- those sensitive to literary
style.

9 The Farm Business; Money; etc.
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Incidentally some of these American Primers which present
social science topics in a lucid conversational style were written
by young men who more or less met the requirements suggested
by qharles A. Beard who has been quoted as saying that a new
type of writer ori political science was needed and that it would
be necessary to start when they were young and 'train them
simultaneously in two thing), the social sciences andthe o opular
way of writing.

Another element is iii the direction of content; the writer must
select the facts he presents with a constánt consideration of the
informational background of his prospective reader, the untutored
classes. He 'cannot presuppose too much foundation knowledge.
HAcannot indulge in those veiled allusions and *asides that would
be grasped by an Atlantic Monthly audience. Nor can he, on
the con' trary, stuff it so full of definitions and incidental explana-
tion that he confuses his unpracticed, reader. The 'Reader's
Digest ha3,- to a degree, mastered some of these knacks of stráight7
forward, essential-fact writing. 11 knows how to *keep ,hold of
the reader's interest by marchink steadily Maead with only miin
facts of a kind that can -be readily grasped without undue:ex-
planation."

This is niore easily done when one is dealing with familiar
fields. It is notlso easy in the field of social sciences. Yet some-
thing of this kind is achieved by the summaries of current history
that are given in The American Observer; a weekly newspaper
intended mainly for civic's students in high schooli but very
readable and satisflOng for the adult general reader_ who wants
interpreted, iummary news_ on .significant current happenings'
and hasn't the time or background to piece together numerous
disconnected news itedis for a sátisfactory understanding, Most
newspaper editorials are over the heads of most of the readers
we have in mind and are usually confined to too specific points
of view. These brief summary interpretations in The American
Observer are examples of a type of "editorial writing"in its

lo Ferguson, C. W. Give the Public What It Wants. Publishers' Weekly,
131: 32-33, Jin. 2, 1937. Reader's Digest, a success in magazine publish-
ing. Fortune, 14: 121-124, November 1936. (Same condensed, Time,
28: 41-43, November 1936.)
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pure sensethat:is needed in aur magazines and newspapers.
They might serve as patterns of articles which leaders in forums
of the Des Moines type might contribute to the press 'on
topics being discussed at the titne.

SP.THE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE ON
QUESTIONS

Forum administrations have probabV failed t6 utilize fully
local newspapers as media for reading material in connection

- with topics being discussed at the meetings. The newspapers
perhaps have larch thought of mainly as publicity carriers for
material about the forams. But the press has the most direct
access to the average forum-goer of any medium of print. It is
familiar to him.- He may never read A book or a pamphlet but
there is a good chince he will read something in the local news-

- ISaper, particularly something by a foium leader he has .seen and
heard and liked. Studies of reading:in America revehl the fact
that about 95 percent of adults read newspapers, 75 percent read
magazines, and 50 percent reid books." Not all of the 95 per-
cent read the news on political or economic matters but there is
a likelihood that a forum patron would read material in the
newApaper, on such topics if it were tied up to tilt current fo'rum
discussion.

A good many local newspapers wbuld gladlyigive space to such
material if it were brief, readable, and given a lead with some
local or current news value. "interview" with forum
leaders can be made to serve advantageously- in this respect.

By way of seeing the possibilities for valuable forum reading
through the cooperation of local press, the following review of

I what haw been donelin some cities wilt be interesting.
The Des Moines Register and The Tribune (owned-by *the

same company) have been undually cooperative with the Des,
Mines forams. Besides the ustial news items about the forums,
there have been (in the period November 1932 to October 1936)
approximately 40 editorials dealing directly with the forums.

7

it Gray, W. S., and Munroe, Ruth. The Reading Interests and'Habitriff
City: Macmillan, 1929. P. 262.
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tThere has been a v-ery grei number of interviews given by forum
leaders, many "letters to the editor,"_ open forum type of niaterial
on the editorial page, and special articles on subjects discussed'
in the forums, many of them by the forum leaders, of which the
following is a partial list.

We Soviet WivesMrs. Anna Louise Strong.
CubaHubert Herring. ,

How to Read Your Daily NewspaperLeon Whipple.
Governmental Experimentation in Business.
Motey Calls Brookings Institute Practical Governmental Lab-

oratory.
Third Pak)/ Only HopeMilo Reno.
Social Isitie Before the Supreme Court Felix Frankfurter.
Distilibution of WealthDavid Lawrence.
World Court (and Growth of S. Supreme Court)Harry

Warren.
Turning to Silverthe Alternative to BankruptcyGeorge

Cosson.
Portions of:

New Frontiers Henry A. Wallace.
American WayJohn W. Studebaker.
Sweden .the Middle WayMarquis Childs.
Lost GenerationMaxine Davis.

Also, seveial by Alfred J. Pearson, Lyman Bryson, Dr. T. V..
Schultz, Luigi Villari, and a series by Dr. C. H. WooddAk
forum jeaders or lecturers.

In the period November 1932 to October' 1936, *inclusive,
there have been ini these two papers a total of 433 column inches
of editorials, 9,182 column inches of news, and 973 column inches
of pictures, making a grand total of 10,588 column inche§, or
more than 60 pages devoted to forum matters. This amounted
to 1,189 different articles of one kind and ,anòther and 257
pictures.

In a number of the demonstration forums the leaders wrote
interesting reviews on books being suggested to the forum goers
which were published in thè local press. Hundreds of column
inches of'newspaper space were devoied to news stories about the
pamphlet, displays sponsored by the Office of Education in 30
centers. In the 1.9 demonstration centers 98,504 column inches
were devoted to the forums, which is the equivalent of 585 solid
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pages of the average daily iewspaper Containing 8 columns.
This included book reviews and special articles by forum leaders
as well as editorials and news items.

11,

LEADERS' OUTLINES AS FOLLOW-UP
READING MATERIAL

Finally, there are the mimeographed outlines of points made
by the leader which have been distributed at Des Moines, Spring-
field, the Federal Demonstration Forums, and other places. This
is an extremely important type of reading material deserving the
leader's best thought in its preparation. It is a concise, impartial,
brief survey whose Chief value is that it is a reminder for the
reader of what he has heard amplified at the meeting. The
process of preparing a popular talk or outline of a talk often re-
sults in something approaching tfie ideäl of "readability" that we
have in mind for the nonreader class.

It would seem advisable therefore that this be something more
than a mere skeletal outline, that it be a little more in,the nature
of a brief abstract that does not leave too much to the memory of
the forum-goer, and that can have meaning and interest value for
a person who has not heard the discussion.

a
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CHAPTEW

SOME EXAMPLES OF FORUM-LIBRMY

COOPERATION

ON ENTERING any new territory we welcome the detailed experi-
ence of all who have gone before us. Though we may not care
to follow exactly the same routes, examining the procedures of
others in similar situations helps to stimulate our own powers
of suggestion and to evolve a plan of action for oursèlves. For
tflis reason we will set down here portions of reports of a few sig-
nificant and suggestive experiences of libraries of different size
and type in cooperating with forums and discussion groups.

ere are, perhaps, other situations as instructive as those chosen
but sufficie detail on them is lacking.

NJ ly, in this reporting we will try to bring into focus
certain other important cooperative relationships betiveen forums
and libraries that have not 'teen emphasized in the earlier part
of the study.

LARGE CITY LIBRARIES

(a) DES MOINES

The Des Moinés Public Forums began a 5-year experiment in
January 1933 under the administration of the city board of
ecitication and the then superintendent of **hools, John W.
Studebaker. The experiment was financed by the Carnegie
Corporation and sponsored by the American AssociatiOn for
Adult Education, but was completely under the direction of the
locál school administration.

The special features which made it significant are well known.'

Studgbaker, J. W. The American way. New Yorkr, Mcdraw-Hill,
1935. -Ch. IV and V and appendixes.

and Williams, C. S. Education for DCmocracy. U. S. Depart-
ment of the interior, Office of Education, 'Bulletin 1935, No. 17.

Woodgly,.C. I-L Forum Facts. Journal of Adult Education, 7: 490--296,
June 1935.
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Briefly they were as follows: The Des Moines Forum was pri-
marily an experiment in adult civic education. It emphasized
forums on public questions as an opportunity and obligation of
the adult education program of public-school systems. It
emphasized frequent neighborhood meetings in neighborhood
public schools. (It stressed expert jeadership by men who were
thoroughly, grounded in their subjects, who were nonpartisan
in their presenration, and who were able leaders of disCussion.
Most of these leaders wereAtesident in the city for varying lengths
of time.

From the. inception of the forums there was the closest and
most interested cooperation between therp and the Des Moirtes
Public Library. As mentioned previously, the library had
suffered a reduction of book fund from a predepression figure
of $30,000 annually tO $5,000 during the first years of the
forum, and its service was decidedly limited by this. Thetleaders
worked closely with the library in preparing the lists of recom-
mended books appended to the mimeographed outlines of points
made by leaders which were distributed at meetings. The
books available in the library were starred on the lists, which
carried an invitation to ask for further advice and reading sug-
gestions at the libraiy. All books on all forum lists for the season
were prominontly displaYed irCa large display case mafked for
forum booki which wys kept for circulatio'n in the center of the
main reading and reference room at the main library. 'Relatively
few of the special forum books were available at the branch
libraHes because of the shortage of book supply due to curtailed
funds. No statistics showing the actual circulation of books to
forum attendants are available except those from the general
forum survey of May 1933, which indicated that 19 percent of
thOse reporting some forum atteildance hád read parts or all of
books recoryimende0 in the mimeogriphed 'reading' lists.-

The library .has taken the initiative in the distribution of
pamphlets. The librarian, Forrest B. Spaulding, writes in the
early fall of 1936: .

For over a year this library has been selling pamphlets which
either are not available or are not pushed for sale by the local
bookstores, at from 10 to 25 cents each, including such series
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as the Public Affairs Pampillets, Leisure League Leaflets, Head-
line Books, and the American Primer series. * * These
are all displayed and offered for sale in the main library, and on
occasion we have taken pamphlets relaied tt the subject of.
discussion and sold them in connection with public forum meet-
ings af centers outside the library. -

It is our belief that we afe rendering a distinct service by such
pamphlet sales. The benefit to the library is that by purvhas-
ing ther'n in quantities át dealer discounts, we ave able to turn
our profits into the purchase of additional copies, which are
bound and circulated free to our patrons just as we circulate all
books.

.. 'Beginning in the fall of 1936 forums were held in the regular
library reading rooms of two of the branch library buildings.
As an eicperiment one of these was held in a branch regularly
Open on the night of the forum in that neighborhood and another
in a branch regularly closed on that night. Mr. Spaulding writes
in late October:

I am glad to rePort that the forum leaders consider the forums
held in branch libraries very successful. I have always main-

lained that there are some people who will attend a forum in the
library who shy away at the idea of going back to the schoolhouse.
This is proving to be true. It was our hope that with the forums
actually held in the libiary, we could circulate more books on
forum subjects 'at the titne the forums were being held. It seems
to make no difference,, however. The majority of forum attend-
ants come to listen and, to some extent, participate in the dis-

-cussion. A minority continue studying the subject through books
and I feel that they aréthe people who have always been readers
and that they will come to the library for their material anyway.

I don't mean to give the impression that books on the subjects
discussed are not widely read. As a result of the forum, -our

414,

buying of books in th general class of the social sciences and
government has greatly increased and the use of these books has
increased. Probably almost -entirely, .havrever, 'on the part of
those who were library users before the- forums started.

Some of the forum meetingstarly in the series'were held in the
auditorium of the main library.. Later special meetings for
unemployed men were held in the "men's reading room" estab-
lished in orie of the basement rooms of the main library where
unemployed men 'could pass the hours in reading, writing, and
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studying without feeling conscious of shabby dress as they might
in the regular reading rooms of the library.

(b) SPRINGFIELD, MASS. -

The Springfield Public 'Forums began February 18, 1935..
They also were sponsored 1# the American Association for Adult
Education as an experiment on a little different pattern from that
at Des Moines. The speakers, mostly professors from nearby
úniversities, presented the higorical backgrounds of the cultural
and social development of the European nations in order to give
a clearer conception*of the forces operating in Europe today and
their influences on American life. The second season, January
to May 1936, concerned itself with oriental and American back-
grotinds. These were not neighborhood forums. The one large
meeting was held in one of three centeally located auditoriums or
high schools. The lectures were "scholarly but given in popular

- style." The audiences were large but there was little feeling ofstiff-
ness or formality about them. Obviousfy; a free discussion period
was less possible in so large an audience (averaging nearly 1,000
per meeting) but each lecture was followed by a question period.

A forum of this ty pe Would, of course, draw largely from better
educated sections of th communitN (53 percent had attended
college and 35.5 'perce t high school; 15.2 percent had attended
graduate,school and 5 percent indicated they had attended only
eleiintary school).. This, and the fact that one would expect to
find more interest in this typte of program in New England, 'helps
to *explain the chgracter and amount of reading done. its will
be seen from the reports of Hiller C. Wellman, city librarian,
quoted below, the suggested readings were books of a very sul::
stantial kind. Many were borrowed and the reading intefest was
sustained..

1935 PRockAPA

The reading lists suggested by the forum lecturers were çhecked
over carefully with the secretary. The great majobit of the
books were already owned by the city library. Dale remainder
were ptifthased, except a few which were out of print, not
available in this country, or otherwise seemed unnecessary to
buy. Such books were omitted from the bibliographies dis-
tributed at the lectures, so that all of the recommended reading
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--t-jould be obtained at the library. Besides the' books which were
not already owned, a few duplicate copies were ordered for the
main library and the branch libraries,. -In all, 86 books and 1
periodical were purchased at cost of ri 41.89,

All of the books listed in the bibliographies have been g7. -ouped
on special shelves at the main library from which thby could be
borrowed for 1 week, rehewable if not reserved by other red-cites.

Such books as the branches also owned were similarly grouped
o'n special shelves. Nine hundred twenty-three volum-es have
already been borrbw.ed from these collections, 794 from the main
library, and 129 from the branch libraries. In addition, we
know that a good many books have been borrowed in,connection
with the forums from the regular shelves but for these we have no
definite figures. Perhaps 100 volumes would be a fair estimate.

Many people have been ,desirous of attending as many of the
lectures as possible. As there were five each week, this left littPle
time for reading. MSny people have been 1)eard to remark that
they intended to do more reading as soon as ifie courses-were over,
and particularly during the coming summer. Itis not upreas'on-i
able_to expect with the close of the forirrns.a deCided
the amount of reading done. This prophecy is botne out by the
fact that -during the last 2 days of the forums, and the day after
they clósed 137 volumes were. borrowed -froin the -main library
alone, whereas m11.561 had been borrdwed during ,the whole
preceding 8 w'éeks.7It.may be noted thát- many of the books listed
are fairly solid rwding, the proportion of popular books being
rather small. P 4--

The bibliographies were revised and printebd in á 16-page book!.
ths author, title, and library call number, with lirief

annotations. even thousand copies of this booklet were pro-
cured at a cost of $138. About 2,00 copiv were distributed to
the audiences at the last threeketures. The remaining copies will
be distributed at thelibrary and branches and elsewliere *

The original appropriation of 1000 for the purchase of-books,
etc., by the library was increased by an additional $100 toward
the cost of the printed reading lists, making a total appropriation
of $400. A balance of $120.11 i'emains. A feW books previously
ordered have not been received, 4nd the remainder of the money
is available for the puichase of duplicate copiés as the increased
reading demonstrates the need. The increase in the demand for
the books following the close of the forums has already shown the
advisability of purchasing additional books, and orders for about
$40 worth of books are now being forwardécl.!,. .,

2 From the annual reportpf the Springfield (Mass.), City Library Associa-
tion for 1935.
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1936 PROGRAM w

.

titlesThe of books suggested for reading by the forum lecturers
were clecked arid edited, and 7.,000 copies of a attractive
.pamphlet were printed, ¿the cost being defrayed EL).; the forum
fund. These reading lists were ready for distribution at the main
library and the tix branchlibr4ries as well as at the lectures, soon
after the fori4ms 6egan.

In addition;, $200 from the forum fund was piovided to buy
books supplementing the library's collections. Thesè and many
other volumes relating to t6 subjects discussed' were prominently
displayed at the main library and all of the branches throughout
the forum period.

Last year, at the dose of the lecture- season, 923 !spooks had
been borrowed from these special collections; and othrrs, which
it was not feasible to count, from the regular shelves. This
year 1,249 books Were sirriilarly drawn from the special collec-
tions.. 'The snarked increase is explained 'probably

p

by the fact
that fewer leCtures each week left more time for reading, and per-
hapspartly be.cause it was possiblé to print the reading lists earlier.

A year ago, within three weeks aftèr the close or tile forums,
nearly five hundred adclitiooal volumes were drawn, and tile
books continued inrrequest throughout the spring and summer.
Without doubt, the demand for this season's books will continue
for many months to come.

The extensivé reading, coupled with the creditable attendafice
at the,lectures, is the best çvidence of the educational value of these
forums. For hqwever much one may gain from listening, more

be. gained by reading up ,the subjectA The books provided
are, In the main, solid.treatises on the history and the cultural and
e-Conomic conditions óf the countries coverea. Anyone whol has
read ihe books has obtained more than superficial knowledge.
The lectures should give a stimulus to this reading, and there is
ample evidence that they have done so.'

(C) WICHITA, KAlki.

Thefe has beeh unusual emphg,sis on reading in sevqal of,the
Office of Education' demonstr4iim centers. On the Ail. P.. A.
staffs of most of the Centers there have been one or inor
"forum librarians." Several of the forum managements have
themselves sponsored the sale* and lendiri of pamphlets. The

s From the annual report of the Springfield (Mass.) City Library Associa-
tioki for 1936.
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local libraries have cooperated throughout and have been the
base of operations and, to some extent, of reading materials for the
s-pecial forum librarians. The library resources in sorrie of the
localities have been limited, but there has been an unusual readi-
ness to help; with suchfacilities as were available on the part of the
librarians in these,localities. In other localities there have been
both good library resqurces and enthusiastic coomalion.

The Wichita City Library has been referred to frequently in this
study. Its librarian, Ruth E. Hammond, and the staff haN'7e wel-
comed the coming of a forum demonstration as a chance to experi-

. ment in effeetive exploitation of reading opportunities. The fol-
lowing excerpts from Miss Hammond's informal "Notes on public
forum project," sent in req3onse to our inquiry, should therefore
prove unusually helpful and suggestive.

DECEMBER 1936.
The library has purchased books and pamphlets on forum topics

and has had bookA available at every forum meeting. There
has also been a display case of forum books at the main

* * *
Libiaq staff members who have acted as librarians at forum

tenters think that the circulation of books at forum centers has
been a net gain. That is, they thinic most of these bóoks would
not bee been borrowed had the readers had to come to the
library for them.

Perháps the circulation of these extra volumes has in itself not
been enough to justify the time which has been spent by the
library staff. The effort has been justified, however, on other
grounds:
1, It has been good advertising for the library. The presence of

the books and the librarian, as well as the announcements
made by librarians and forum leaders, have called the library
to the attention of many people who,_wrre hardly_ conscious
of the library's existence. We think it has built good will for
the library.

2. Some° nonreaders have been encouraged to borrow books
One forum- librarian reports,' "Many who checked books
admitted rather sheepishly that thg had not used their library-
cards for years. or did not. know where ;it was, or that they
had never used the public library."

3. We feel rather cerfain that considerable reading will be done
Sister the forum ends. A number of people have said that

they were saving all the reading lists and intend to do quité
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a lot of reading when,ethey àre not so busy attending forum
meeting. We will have a printed list to distribute the last
week and after forum ends, gathering all the mimeographed
reading lists into one comPact, printed folder. (As was done
in Springfield, Mass.)

4. It has been an initresting and valuable experience for the
library staff.

5. The appreciation shown by the superintendent of schools, the
forum leaders, and the public has made us feel well repaid.
During the first 2 months each center has had a meeting about

,once in 2 weeks. Thus, with each forum librarian having only
one center, each has been scheduled for 1 night every 2 weeks.
The forum librarian goes on duty at 7:30 and issues books until
the meeting starts at 7:45. Then she listens tqsthe discussion
until it adjourns at 9:15. She stays until aboak 9:30 issuing
books. She is allowed plus time credit for othe 2 hours each
evening spent at a forum center. This has made about a half
day's plus time,each month. The plus time has been taken
at week ends, at Thanksgiving, or at Christmas.

The schedule is to be changed, and for the next month there
will be fewer centers, with each center having a meeting once
evqry week. Thtis, with the new scheduler fewer forum libra-
rians will be scheduled, but those few will be scheduled for 1
might each week and 'will accumulate about 1 day's .plus time a
mdnth.

In planning such a program it must be carefully consideied
whether it will be necessary .4:k employ substitute help when plus
time is taken off by staff members who have acted as forum
librarians.

Wichita has been able to arrange this because all of our branch
libraries are school libraries, which are not open in the evening
and which are closed during school vacations. (Ciur branch
library ,prograp i in the embryo stage.) The school-librarians
can be spared during Christmas vacation, Thanksgiving; aQd at
week ends when they take off their plus-time, better than scime
other staff membeiv might be. * *

It has been understood that staff memliers who are scheduled
for forums are.very free to exchange nights or to ask for a sub-
stitute to be employed, in case of conflict with an important
personal engagemeni. Substitutes have been ermiloyed about 6
evenings during the 3 months.

The total expense fix. substitute help for thè evenings and to
fin in for staff members who were taking plus time off has been
about $10.

In additiaa 'to the work at forum centers, it takes about ari p.

r.
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bour a day at the main ~library to "slip" the books which havebeei returned and to get the books ready to be sent to the forumoffice.
Each fOrum librarian fills out a report of books circuláted ateach mevting, and it takes about 2 hours a week at the mainlibrary to complete these reports: (Reports required by the Officeof Education in Washington on the public fdrums.)The library provides for each of the three forum leaders a smalllightweight suitcase which holds about 50 small books or pam-phlets. (Cases such as are .sometirnes used for mailing laundr..)In each case, in addilioik to the books op thii leader's subjectand a few books on other subjects, is a penal dater with ink padánd rubber dates. The stamp is set up with the initial of theforum leader in front of -the date, so that when the book isreturned to the main library it can-easily be seen in which suitcaseit _belongs. Book cards are kepr at, maim library. The book, ifreturned to the main library, is slipped and put in a package forthe W. P. A. forum worker who calls each morning, or for thelibrary truck. The books are taken to the forum office and addedto- their proper collection in the suitcase. The forum leaders,or their W. P. A. secretaries, take the suitcases with-them to thea meetings.

.A Mimeographed reading list was distributed at each meeting,together with the lecturer's outline of the topic. We made Mostof the reading lists, though some were made by the forum leadersthemselves. Although all of the reading lists include Magazine'material, we know of only one person who has come in to readthe magazines on the list.
The library h4s worked with the forum leaders in making.outreading lists. We feel that the time spent in making .,. lk listshas been well spent. * * *
We shall hAve before the forum ends a. printed list of bookson the forum topics, similar to the list of forum books printed bythe library of Springfield, Mass. The paper is to be paid forfrQm public forum funds; the printing is to be done by the schoolprinting shop, and paid for by the boattl of education, by whichour forum is sponsored; while the reading list is being compiledby the public library. I believe the total cost of paper andprinting will be about $50. * * *
In Springfield they made a point of having the printed readinglist ready when the forum began. They could do this becausethey knew their subjects in advance. We could not possiblyhave done it, as subjects have been decided on only a few weeks

s.

4 This report was written before the close of the forum. The summarybook list was issued as planned. a.
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in advance. Consequently, we have depended on the mimeo-grapl-d lists, and the printed list will be a 'summaryor rathera selection from the books on the mimeographed lists. * * *We think we would have issued more books if meetings had
beenssch'eduled from the start so that each center had a meetingefery week. Some people hesitated to take books because theydidn't feersure of being able to return them at a convenienttime. If théy were going rather regularly to the same meeting(1 night each week they would feel more sure of getting theirbooks 134ck on time and would be less hesitant about borrowingthem. (Our schedule of meetings has been chaftged more' thanonce, so that there is a feeling of uncertainty as to the times offuture meetings, and there has been an interval of 2 week's ormore between meetings.) * * *

-We have no way of telling whether the books on forum.topicswhich circulated from the main library were borrowed solelyas a result of interest stimulated by the forums. Many of themwould probably have circulated anyway. We know that someof the boob on crime were borrowed by students from collegesoaology classes. * 4c' Also, some of our patrons who werenot regular forum attendants were pleased to come across suchiriteresting looking books as, for éxample, the book on "Dicta-torship" in the Headline Series. The cover of this book is onethat attracts attention, its subject is of general interest, and itis readable looking, so it ciiculated almost "on sight." How-ever, it is true that many of the books and pamphlets wouldnot have been in the library had they not been purchased
especially for the forum. Also, we keep all the boas on thereading lists in a special display case plainly labeled "PublicForum Books," so that any one who takes them knows whathe is getting. * * * A guess would be that probably abouthalf of the circulation of books from the forum display case atthe main library is a direct result of interest stimulated atthe forums. * *. * .

Our public forum books at the main library are in an [open]
display wenot just on the shelves of a bookcase. The booksare so-placed in the case that people can see the front covers ofsome of the most àttractive books and not just the backs of thebooks as they would if the books. were in a. bookcase. This isespecial, important for pamphlets. * * *

This display case of public forum books at the main libraryhas helped the forum publicity. Some people who came acrossthe display case but who had not attended forum meetingsasked questions about the forum and had their interest in the
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forum aroused through the information given them about it
by the library assistants who answered their inquiries.

As to the comparison between the circulation of certain books
before and after the forum started, we haven't much to offer.
* * * However, before the forum started we were getting
along quite well with eight copies of "Sweden, the Middle Way,"
with these copies all in constant circulation but seldom any
waiting list. Now, we have 12 copies and also have a constant
waiting list of 2 or 3 people who have filled out reserve cards
for the book.

Also, the following statistics for the circulation of books in
the "300's" [social sciences] for the 4 months' period of the past
2 years is rather strildng. The interest in social and -economic
problems has been for the last year or two not quite so, kitense
as it was during the worst years of the depression whenrfieople
weir. so interested, in reading about the causes and possible
cures for economic ills. But most of our forums have dealt with
economic or social questiofts and these figures show an increase
of 1,309 in the circulation of bo9ks oh these subjects while our
total nonfiction circulation during this same period. shows a slight

- decrease.°
Circulation of Books in.the "300's" [Social Sciences]

.

Month
,

1935 1936 Gain

September 663 1, 055 392
October 1, 001 1, 320 '319
November e . 1, 054 1, 383 329
December 1, 037 1, 306 269

Total
,

3, 755 5, 064 1, 3b9

We have emphasized reading as preparation for attendanc at
discussidh meetings, and people have been more interested in

. this up to the present time than they have in follow-up reading.
The forum leaders say that the discussions improved a great deal
duriiag.the first few weeks, and they attribute this improvement
to the fact.that people were reading on the forum-subjects and,
beciusé of their reading, were able to ask more intelligent
iquestions. * * * People ireconitantly askiniwhal subject is
to be discussed "next time." We think there will be-considerable
interest in folloui-up icading after the forum ends by individuals
and by small study groups and discussion groups.

Somr of thelorum leaders have been-very fine about mentioning
61014 the library books each time and encouraging their reading. Other
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_forum leaders. did 'this infrequently. It helps most when the
fórumleaders menti9n.,the books specifically by title.

It helps if *the forum leaders have read the books themselves. Some
of the forum leaders are themselves uninterested in the popular
brief books and pániphlets, preferring the large scholarly works.
But the public likes the briefer, more readable treatments, and-
it is well for the leaders to make a special point of readihg and
becoming familiar with the material of this type so they can
recommend it to their lisfeners.

It helps if subjects are selected spme time in advance so the library
can have plenty 'of time to prepare reading -lists, to purchase and
catalog new matinal which is needed, and to have the books read by
library staff members who are to act as fort= librarians. In this,
as in all other departments of lielltry work, better: wdil can be
done from the standpoint of both quality and quantity if the
library worker knows her books and can tell people what is in
them and answer questions about them.

Too frequent changes of subject are a disadvantage to the
library. If each subject is discussed in various 'phases for a
period of 3 weeks or more, the books are used to better advantage
than when there is a change of subject each week.

There should be a staff meeting of forpm librariansor several
such meetingsto discuss the books on the reading lists. Those
who are to be called upon for substitute work should be included
in these meetings. We haven't had any staff meetings for this
purpose, but we think we should have had them in order to 436 a
really good job of getting thq books read.

If it is° not possible to find the time for library staff members to
issue books at forum centers we think it would be better to have books
available at forum centers with W. P. A. workers in charge of issuing
books than not to have the books there at all.

The nse of W. P. A. workers is probably more feasible in larker
cities where well-qualified proressional workers are .on relief than
in the sm*ler cities and towns where most of the relief workers
available a?e manual or clerical workers.

lf W. P. A.Iyvorkers are to be used to issue books at forum centers
they should be given time as part of their regular schedule to read
the books, so tkey can tell prospective readers what the book is
about.

It is far better, however, to have members of the librarf staff
doing the libr4y work at forum centers becatise

. *1

I e They know .te boas better.
2: They know Ss good many of the readers.
3. They can ansiver questions about the library more intelligently.
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PORTLAND LIBRARY DIVISION

Early in the projed, the director arranged with the public
library, to have all pamphlet and other material purchased by
the forvm cataloged so that both books and pamphlets could be
issued on lityary cards at the forum meetings.

-There wAs, of course no definite check on the increase of marl-
ing due to forum programs, but "Unofficially, the .head of the
ciréulation department has stated that of the 1,080 books circu-
lated by the forum during 5 months, many would undoubtedly
nes'ier havb left the shelves this winter but for the demand created
by Dr. Sutherland's forums on social and economic problems."

Continuation work -by central library.A special letter, urging
following up forum attendance by reading and study, was sent
by the head of central library to a list requested from the forum
staff.

An open-air reading room has been established for the summer,
and the librarian has asked for pamphlets dealing with leading
subjects.

Building the forum Orary.All of July and half of the month of
August were spent in examining, selecting, and ordering pam-
phlets. Much experimentation in binding materials resulted in
the use of a tough brown paper which stood much wear and was
not unattrActive. This wak also used for large charts and posters.
Pamphlets were .sewed, glued, or stapled into the bindings.
Pockets were provided in the covers of nigny pamPhlets for leaf-
lets, clippings, etc. In binding léaflets, an attempt was made to
present more than one side of the question under the same cover.

By the opening date of the forum nearly 1,200 pamphlets,
. magazine articles, bulletins, periodic*, and booklets were

ready for circulation. These have been supplemented con-
stantly by securing latest material from government departments
and publishers. The small profits accruing from the sale of
sOme publications, and the 'conscience money" for overdue
pamphlets weri: used to buy. other materials.

Boxes were .constructed for carrying books and pamphlets to
meetings and for displaying them there. (See illustrations,
pp. 63-64.) "These have proved very useful, and will help to
solve the problem-of 4torage for the summer, as they can be locked,
thus keeping library records, bibliograpilies, and the more expen-
4ive pamphlets safe and dry."

Timely liitle posters were &splayed at meetings, such as
"Have you brought your library card? These books circulate."
Small notices on the use of the classification system in the library
were circulated with iv in pamphlets at the beginninK of the
program.
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P R
IN USE AT THUPORTLAND PUBLIC FORUM"

SPECIFICATIONS...

kIGHTOUTSI DE -221/2"
WIDTH SI 25 "
DEPTH II Vie
DOOR
WICK

) -N4 PLYWOOD

SIDES

TOP

SHELF

BOTTOM

3/v. FIR

POSTER

DISPLAYED
HERE

EACH LIBRARY AIDE CARNES PASSKEY TO PADLOCK

TWO HANDLES AT SIDES COME TO REST IN HORIZONTAL POSITION
SHELF IS SLIGHTLY ABOVE CENTER TO ACCOMMODATE TALLER BOOKS ON BOTTOM
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The forum library staff was urged to read for preparation; The
American Way and Plain TalIKNBefore the meetings started,
the staff prepared brief reviews of books and material certain
to be used.

Much appreciative comment was received on the various exhi-
bits held at conventions, university libraries, etc. "The more
liberal members of teaching staffs and some of the school librar-
ians are coming to feel that pamphlets are not only desirable,
but becoming steadily more necessary as teaching material."

a
Portable Book and Pamphlet Case Elaborated

"The chief value in these exhibits would seem to be not in the
number of orders obtained but in the provoption to reading
and study which ihey furnish. As anfinstance, at--ft\ exhibit
held in the Vancouver (Wash.) Library, while 15 people kblidly
avoided looking at the pimphlets, one junior college boy, receiv-
ing some help and data for a term paper, was eager -to know
more about the forum, grateful for book listg and suggestions as
to best things to buy if he 'can earn some money.' Orders are
apt to follow a° roused interest, but the attack shed be made
from the educational rather than the commercial side, and sug-
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gestions as to authoritative material furnished rather than imart'sales talk.'"
Charts and graph; displayed at meetings arouse interest in thepamphlets and books on the subject. Book lists were made care-fully and attractivoly, and itictlided books, pamphlets, andpviodical articles. "There has been a steady call for them, and,

quite hearteningly, frorri history and social science teachers andstudents and supervisors of W. P. A. and other educationalprojects, as well as from 'just plain people' underprivileged as toedutation, who 'want to find out what it's all 'about,' and ask tohave a speciebook pointed out as best for a person who cannotread swiftly or extensively." "So many requests have beenmade for the lists on social problems that a bibliography isbeing furnished this month, which will beirrimsographed andset up in booklet form."
Loans were made to teachers and adult edutati9n leaders out-side of Portland. Heavy demands for debate material .carnefrom the high schools.
Sale of pamphlets was *slow. "The readiest buyers of 4anywhom weáttempted to reach were among the delegates to thePacific Northwest Adult Educ.ation Association. at Spokane, buteven they bought with some caution. Pamphlets as teaching

material seemed very 'new tò most of them, but the idea tookroot to some extent, and orders should come from that arealater."
Results offorum library work.Comments:
Young Man: "May I use your pamphlets until you haNie toclose? They are giving me a chance to really catch up andlearn things I haven't known."
Working Man: "I'm all for the forum now. I didn't supposeyou would have the courage 'to display pamphlets on our side of

these lábor troublgs." (Referring to pamphlets on labor's sidein the maritiriit-crisist bound with the "Shipowners' letters.")
High-School Teacher: "The furnishing of new and stimulatingmaterial for readitig and study by thèse youngsters is worth alarge part of the-cost of the forum."
Librarian at V City Libraiy: "Could you arrae to

come back in eth fall, when schools are opening? I ever
dreamed you made an exhibit of such edbcational value."

RecommendatiormA special room should be set aside for the
display of pamphlets, charts, and.. materials. Easily handledricks should be arranged against the wall, with the titles _of all
publications showing, and .pamphlets arranged by subject.
Reviews of especially valuablp new publications could be madeat a certain time e,ach week: "A friendly but exceedingly well
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informed person should be in charge to keep records of requests,
assist peOple who want -reading advice, etc:, and last but not
least, answer, intelligentInd with good humor, questions
(or complaints) in 'regard our library service, purpose, and
intention."

Leaders Could help circulation by changing their attitudes oh
announcements being made. If they would make careful refer-
ence to publications in their lectures, it would 4ave some eff
on the audience. Sometimes the lectures are so long that people
rust' right outafterward and do not stay to look at the pamphlets.
"One techniqu; which *as stimulative of inter'est in some of our
forums was an impromptu -dialpgue between leader and hbyarian
after the leCture, Och givirig brief reasons for reading certain
books or pamphlets. oinetimes the Itory of the writing of a
pamphlet increAsed circulafidn."

,Leacietts' bibliographies should contain about thr4 to six or
seven careful selections rather than three. pages of mimeographed
lists. Pamphlet selections should have brief annotations and
suggestions as to readability.'

SMALLER CITY, TOWN, AND VILLAGE
LIBRARIES

is

In 'the'scfnall town and village the library has an opportunity of
becoming a communiti center for informal cdtration even'

. greater than that of the neighborhood branch library in the
large city*: It is ustiailt wall enough to have all the advantages
whiCh informality, individualized 'sèrvice, ánd intimacy witiLthe
public give to the neighborhood branch. Fúrthermore, it has
in many instances the opportunity of béing a kind of culturll
outPost in the comrrAmity. the small communityllas relatively
few agencies of informal education, but it is likely to hAve a

?. public library which is usuallyIri .1.30sitión to know most of die
individuals and agencies with cultural and educational interests,
and to act as a clearing house for such interests in the community.

Librarians can fairly well sense whether there is a potential
. interest in discussion of public questions in the community, arkl

what individuals might take the initiative or form an otikinal
.

6 Additional information on library-forum relations may be secured by
writing to the Office of Education, Public Forum Project. The rCports
presented hire represent only a partial pictUre ?f the activities carried on
in the demonstration centers.
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nucleus for starting suck' groups. The offers of library interesT,
meeting rooms, or other facilities usually a considerable induce-' 'ment. Perhafm the librarian or some8ne on the staff or a group
from the library board can themselves 'assume sponsorship.

Ti'lere is an increasing readiness to do this. Of .the 48 libraries
answerin& the inquiry there were 21, in which forums or disscus-
sion meeltnn wcre being held, 8 using the library auditorium; 6
a smaller meeting room, and 10 a reading room after closing
hours. If each branch library of -large city systems. holding a
forum were_ counted separately the 'total number of forums in
library& buildings would be increased to 35 or more. In about
15 known cases the forum was instigated by' the-librarian, or
the librarian was one of the early organizing officers. There are
probably a number mori in this category-. tbat have not been
reportécl.

The following brief descriptions o tracts from reporti will
serve to illustrate thé range of possibilities14ft libraries_ in' small
cities, towns, and villages to play host _to forums or chscussion
groups, and will suggest the varieties of procedure that can .bé
used.-

/
. (a) MASON, GA.

4The Libráry. Forum, started several years ago by the librarian
of the Washington Memorial Library, Silly M. Akin, has grown
in importance racnel popularity so' that the city appropriating
body, while fo to curtail 'in many directions in a recent

, aepression year, voted tci allow the budget necessary to operating
the forum because it.considered it one of the most valuableihings
in the 'community. The attendance has averaged about 500
per meeting.

-

Theiorum meets in the reading room of the library where the
librarytdisplays and lends reading material. It also distributes
lists of suggested readings ¡Or both the meeting just held and the
next meeting. These lists also ápOear in the local weekly news-
paper. They, ate prepared by the librarian aria the foruw
leader cooKratively. The advantage of following "discussion, by
reading is also emphasized in the local paper. The Institute of
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Citizenshi7 of Emory. University in Atlanta is supplying half. of
45. .the speakers, and each qf the Civic clubs of the City is being

represented on the program in an effort to effect closer contact
and cooperation between them 2nd the forum.

As a result of- this fOrum, two others have been startéd in
libraries of small southern townsHattiesburg, Miss., and
DuWin, Ga.

(b) NORRIS, TENN.

The Community Library of Norris, a community established
by' the Tennessee Valley Authority at Norris Dam, like the
other T. V. A. community libraries, is an important ahd integral
part of the broad program of adult education involved in this
pròject. The library is especially the center for informal educa-
tion In the community of Norris. Until the completion of the
_dam and the establishment of a town-managed educational
system the. librarian wai aLso. the local supervisor of g
idult education and- recreition, partly because the library
ainsidered the central .cir key unit of this informal educa
program.

The librarian at Norris, R. Russell Munn, was obviously in a
strategic location to act as a recruiting agent for discussion
groups. From 'among library patrons whose reading evidenced
an interest in social and eonomic problems he gradually
gathered two groups of men, -of 12 to 15 sach, -designated as
"cr4cker barrel 'clubs,'''which :met periodically in one anbther'ss
homes for informal discussion- of social and political topics.

The subject for the next fortnightly meeting was decided at the
conchision of each session. The leader was usually the tost
and everyone had hishis turn. trackers and some inexpensive
drink were, usually. served. Frequeritly one evening's discussion
led naturally into- the next: For% examplef 1 discussion of the.
_Supreme Cotvt led into a consideration of its. relation to T. V. A.,
and a statemeht that the American -editional system was°
tesponsible tdr. some otimr troubles led them to dikuss it at 'the s
next meeting.

As wide a point of Vi as possible waí sou ant not more
than two 'men from aily.T. -AAt' . division were invited. Grotip
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loyalty was an irnportafit factor in holding 'them together. This
was their group.

A favorite procedure came to be the review of a book by one
man as a starter of discussiom Twitt such sessions lasted until
after iivo'clock. This was when 'Chase's' Government in Business
and Coyfe's Brass Tacks were the basis of the discussions which
led practically every mem6er to . read the books Aftèr the
meeting. ,

Out of the "cracker barrel clubs" grew the. Sunday Night.
Forum, open to all in the- community. This is, sponsored by the 4
Norris Religious Fellowship (the nondenominational com-
munity church), aod brings ih outside speakers on social prob-
lems. The talks are followed by live discussion. periods. The
average attendance is about 50.

these activities the librarian acts as a kind of behind-the-
scene. executive director. This gives him the opportunity to
&Illy utilize all opportunities to relate the discussions to reading
and to bend the programs in the direction of education.

(C) HATTIESBURG, MISS.

FoRowing is a brief description of the `Open Forum of the Hat-
tiesburg Public Library given by its librarian, Miss Clyde Smith.
There are.only two on the staff of the library. The librarydisplays
and lends books and magazines at the meetings, and occasionally
distribute's pamphlets free (e. g. on Social Security). . Book lists for
the forum are published in the local newspaper.

%° We began otati Open Forum in January of this year, with' the
plan of having one each month on the third Thursday evening of
the month, after the regular 8 p, m. closing hour of the library.
That is, if the idea "took." It did. We had a very encouraging
ciöi4;c1 present for the first one, *with a rarger number in 'attend-
ance until we thmight it necessary to move from the library
.auditoriuin to the -main reading room for thé last meeting in
May. We disbanded for the summer months.

The forum is sponsored by the Library Board: However, from
the board we have three members appointed to serve as the Forum
Committee threeiv& members from the public. The meetings
are presided osTr by 6ne of the prominent business. men. Heis a
member of the Forum Committee, having become one 'of the
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v three members froril the public by his election as presiding officer
at the first meeting last year. We 'felt that this would make the
people feel that it was their forum rather than a library project.
It has worked. The forum has brought out people who did not
use the library.

We feel thAt we have poksibilities here. We have two *good
sources frpm which to get speakers, thé two: colleges here. We
also have good material in the town. We have no funds from
which td bring outside speakers. That ma;y bandicap us later,
but we a Ire hoping to become so indispensable that some pro-: vision may be made for the forum in the budget, or el.sewhere..

(d) DUBLIN,

The infórmal discussion group .which res*ted in the Carnegie
Library of Dublin, Ga., is briefly dekiibed by the librarian,
Roberta Smith, as follows:

Ours was only an informal disoCon: group. It met monthly,
on Sunday afternoon, at the library. Publicity was most willingly.
given by the daily newspaper.

Matters of curreht interest were d ikussed. The choice of a
subject for each 'meeting was in the hands of a committee
appointed for that especkal time. The question for discussion was
chosen from the list made at the first forum meeting.

The discussion was led by one of the committee for that after-
noon. Someone appointed made '4 short talk on the subject.
The meeting was then opened for generil discussion, no person
being supposed to take over 5 minutes of the time.

Among the questions taken up on various afternoons were:
Old-age pensions, Social Security Act, Tòwnsend plan, socialism,
eommunism, fascism, a proposed amendment to the State con-
stitution on taxes, which was to.be voted on at,the general election
in November.

The attendancè was ¡lever very 14rge, but the group was always
art interested one, and usually ready to take- part in the informal
discdssion.

tr-
beginningWe hope that from this small aft aCtiirity of growingtie value to our town will develop.

s

(e) WikuPtiN, WIs. /v

Another dxample' "of discussion :groups started as the result of
-the initiative of the librarian is rIbécl by ClárA L.. Lindstey,

e
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librarian of the Watipun Public Library, which also has only wo
iiiembers on its staff:

The Public Library Foritim which I sponsor is a small inforÑial
group of a little more than average men and wornfn of all aesand different backgrounds. It has an average attendance ofabout 20 &id is held in a smallseting room in the library. lt is

- 'advertised as open to any one inrested in a free discussion 'ofpublic problems.
- The one thing in which all are interested is to get together evok-y

2 ivetics in an evening and discuss for 2 or 3 hours some publiccontroetsial- question selected before. We are now discussing
the political platktns of all the political parties.

I started this almost- 2."tysirs ago, never having heard at thattime of public forums of this kind. I started it bieause I verymuch enjoy discussion of important and debatable topics and
_knew a few other people who did. It grew to have abdut 25 peoplemost of whorn'usually- come. I try to keep it very inforrrial andfriendly. People who say at first they wish to listen but won't talk
firici themselves expressing their ideas before they know it. Weoften have very, very heated arguments but no one so far has
stayed 'offended. As one man said not long ago to a minister
guest from New Jersey, "We are not 'yes' people but we like eachother just the same." I try constantly to keep before them theidèa of trying to see things frórn all the different angles, trying tond the truth if possible, and-not being afraid of taking on somenew ideas now and then.

Occasiorially we have someone from outside, usually co'nnectedwith the unihrsity, to talk on something we are interested in andwish to know much more about, as "cooperatives."
Sometimes a list of suggested reading material representingvarious points of view is posted for the next meeting. Occasion-ally reading material is displayed at the meeting or on a special

reserve shelf in the library. Practically all the individuals in this
group are very busy people and do not; or think they do not, have a
great deal of time for reading. But of course they do some, andsome of them a good deal. I notice that after a meeting they areapt to follow up something we have discussed.

In working constantly in a small town to get people to read our
bqtter books, magazines, and pamphlets, I come in contact with
a-good many people and I feel that the American Library Asso-

, ciatiqn is on the right track in promoting th4 publication of brief,
simply wyitten books or pàniphlets dealing with important ques-tions. The average run Qf people in this country do not have
enough intellectual curiosity to struggle with long,*involved dis-
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cussions of things which at best are difficult to understand and
complex.

Another interesting development 6 in Waupun is the discussion
group for .unemployed, out-of-school youth started by Miss
Lindsrey.

In my community, as in every other, there are c aratively
large number's of young people who, perhaps having attained a
college degree and being unable to find work/ or perhaps unable
to go on to college, find themselves most decidedly at loose ends.
Ambition and ideals at a high pitch; active minds and bodies
with nothing or little to do. This cannot be other than disturb-
ing to their interested friends.

Out of this state of affairs evolved the idea of sorhe kind of a dis-
cussion club for a group of this age in order to give these young
people something worth while, interesting, and stimulating to
think about, and at a time when all of us need to do some serious
thinking on the world's present economic and social problems.

For a starting point I asked 8 or 10 young people whom I knew
to have some intellectual interests, if they wished to form some
sort of discussion ffroup-. With more or less enthusiasm most of
them assented. There is no formal organization but in order to
havè some uniformity in background the meetings are advertised
as being open to airr young perton who is out of high school and
who is interested in this kind of a thing. Obiriously the attend-
ance would be comparatively small and limited to a rather select
group. t.

As the plan formulated in my mind it seemed wise to ask a few
more mature people (not too many), both men and women,
who would be intelligently and swnpathetically interested in this
sort of a projeq, to help direct the discussions.

At our first meeting we discussed plans a little further, and de-
_ tails as to topics for discussion, frequency of meetings,.etc., I felt

should be left largely with the "little intellectuals." I am keeping
this stricdy a public library project and the discussions are based
upon original idea afd reading made easily accessible.

The meetings are held every 2 weeks and, us thig has worked
out *At the present time, one of the members of the group oudines
briefly the topic for discussion, the pros and cons; and one of the
older leaders of the group directs tfie discussion somewhat.

One of the subjects we have di§cussed is "Five-" and "Ten-Year
Plans" based upon readings from Chase, Beard, etc. Early in

6 Lindsley, Clara L. A Little Experiment in Adult EducatioL Wisconsin

Library Bulletin, 29: 35, February 1933.
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December we battled for and against the payment of war debts
and reparations. The causes for the increase in crime, especially'
among young people, were thoughtfully 'discussed at our last
meeting. Our next meeting, on some aspects of education, hav-
ing as a basis the provocative article in March 1932 Harpers,
"Shall We Make Our Children Commonplace?" promises to be
intensely interesting and is leading to a rather wide range of

- reading along educational lines.
Some disappointment was expressed by two or three members

of the group that we felt it wise to omit one meeting on account
of a public-school concert which was given for poor relief.

A thing like this, once started, and where there is iriterest,
almost carries itself along. The important thing is to knoW your
young people. Do not tOk down to tthem. There are always
a few boys and girls just out of high school who might enjoy this

- sort of thing but are too shy to allow themselves ta be drawn in
without discreet and subtle coaxing. When once persuadarthey
are your friends for life.

The thoughtful interest, idealism and intelligence that these
young people show in discussion is perhaps not surprising but is
most gratifying. They talk freely and frankly but no one has as
yet monopolized the evening. Coniiiig out of these meetings
I feel'grateful to them for what I have learned. Seldom has any
library project that I have undertaken seemed so justified and

"worth while.

(0 NEW LONDON, N. H.

From a rural New EnOand village we have an example of a
saccessful public affairs forum as the result of, cooperation be-,
tween local. educators and public librarians.'

Located in the lake region of New Hampshire, New London
1' is a beautiful hill town 8 miles from the nearest railroad

station. The perrhanent population of about 850 is suppbrted
by the surtmer tourist and residence busiiess and by genèral
farming, although an increasing number of persons are depend-
ing on occupations arising from the growth of Colby Junior
College * * *.

It .supports with the aid of private benefactions an excellent
library employing two full-time librarians *

'Contrary to the opinions of sOne of the summer visitors, there

7 Pitkin, Royce S. An Adventure in Adult Education. The Nation's.
Schools, 15: 25-28, Apri11935.
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is a great deal of activity ien New London after the ,(ourist season
há's closed." As a matter of fact the real coinrnunity life is most
active and varied in the ceoler seasons. The grange, the.lodges,
the church organizations, the hospital aid association, the dra-
matic club, the women's club, the junior college, and the high
school", all provide opportunities for people to use their talents and
their time. It is riot uncommon for two or three major events-to
be taking place the same night. Hence it cannot be said- that
Lhere is nothing for the townsfolk to do. In spite of this extensive
program of community activities there has been no` forum for the
planned discussion of social-economic problems and no adult
organization that was primarily educational in nature.

Believing that a few of the adults might welcome an opportuniw
to study and .discuss some aspects of contemporary life Dr. 4411'

J. Ilyane Squires, instructor in history at Colby Junior College,
and I announced, through the little weekly paper, that we would
offer an evening course in the problems of modern society to
adults who might be interested. Upon hearing of the proposal
the librarians at the Tracy Memorial Library announced their

',desire v., join the class and volunteered the use of the conference
room in the library for the meetings.

With some fetr and trémbling lest there should 1* no further
response to the call and that we would be found all dressed up
with no place to gt, Dr. Squires and I went to the library for the
first meetingin the latter part of November., Imagine our surprise
at finding more than. 3Q persons whg wanied to enroll for the
course ! * * * As the winter progressed additions were made to
the group until it included more than 40 persons. The occupa-
tional distribution is interesting. There were housewives, teach-
ers from the public school and the' junior college, laixrers,
librarians, farmers, a doctor a minister, bookkeepers, business
men, a contractor, a retired business man, and a surveyor. Of
this number two were members of *the local school board.

The course was called."An Introduction to American Civiliza-
tion Today." Among the topics discussed were the characteristics
of modern económic society, the influences that mold our opinions,
the influence and development of machines economic infinences
in American històry, the place of thte modern corporation, the
growth of the constitution, the relation-of the government io the
common man, the fnfluence of the frontieraand the results of its
passing, and the possibilities a' a planned society. At the opening
of each meeting either leader would 'present his views on,, the
subject under consideration and this would be followed by ani-
mated and sometimes heated discussion by the _members of the
grqup * * *

a
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A general reading list was prepared and mimeographed at the
beginning of the course 4nd smaller lists were distributed for each
subject studied. The libraries of the junior college and the high
school cooperated with the public library in making up a special
shelf of magazines and bsoks for the use of the group. Books not
found in any Of the locál libraries were dbtained from the State
*library through the efforts dfvthe.town librarians. The enterprise
was, therefore, cooperative4in spirit and practice. It seemed to
be a happy and profitable experience for all conçerned and it
demonstrated the possibility of extending the services and facilities
of private and public educational institutions to the adulonembers
of the small town.

- (g) RIVERSIDE, ILL.

One of the most virile small forums of the country meets in the
public library of this suburban village. The following descrip-
tion 8 is extracted from a very readable article in the journal of
Adult Education by one of the interested participants, R. E.
Dooley: A

Riverside is a residential vil/lage of about 7,000 inhabifants, set
in the ,curves of the Desplairies 13 miles west southwest of Chi-
cago's Loop. Although the rapid expansion of the metropolitan
area has worked profound chlanges in the life of the village it is
still A well-integrated unit, outstanding for its cultural interests,
civic consciousness, excellent scnobls, and for the participation of
many of its citizens in the political, industrial, and professional
activities of the times. Many of us are successful, a few of us are
smug, most of us vote the Republican ticket, among.us the New
Deal is anathema, and we believe that depressions are caused by
states of mind and interference of Government in the normal
business affairs of men.

We have h d one weekly newspaper, no .movi.e, and over 30
active organ' ations ánd clubs competing for the attention of the
villager.

In this setfing the forum was launched in the fall of 1932. From
100 to 125 of us meet once each month in the main reading 'room
of the library and solve, &ring the course of a 2-hour discussion,
problems of local and national scope with ual certainty,
enthusiasm, and incontrovertible logic. Onl dents of the
commktnity paoicipate ,in the programs. (One exception has
been made in 3 years.) * * *

q.

IP

8 DooleY",* R. E. A Village Forum.
April 1935..

25494*-3X----6

Journal bf Adult Education, 7:r47-49,
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Many factors 'have contributed toJour conNinuing success.
Probably the most important is the village library. We meet in
the main reading room of one of the most beautiful small libraries
in America. A sympathetic library board and an enthusiatic,
cooperative librarian have placed the resources of this librarY adt

the disposal of the forum. The physical setting is delightful.
Comfortable chairs ib easy semicircles around the program table,
a huge globe in the offing, attractive maps, walls lined with
books, a number of red leather lounging chairs, a crackling fire

-in the fireplace, winter outside and cheer and quiet within, and
a group of intent and earnest forumites telling the world, our
own very small world, how it should be run.

An attractive poster appears in the entrance to the library, and
a table with a placard"Forum Books Here" is likely to greet the
eye. Every book requested by the program committee has been,
provided.

The Riverside Community Forum has neither constitution nor
bylaws nor membership roll, takes no formal action, unwinds no
red tpe. Itattempts tobe a catalyzer pf 'ideas and offers an
opi)ortunity 'for the exi:Assion of as many divergent points of
view as can exist in a small village of 7,000. Recently the regular
meeting has been followed up by a round-table discussion entered
into by a smaller group who found that the main meeting failed
to exhaust their interest. Here a more intimate personal discus-
sion takes place, participated in by severar who hesitate to
express their ideas before the larger group.

The forum . committee is responsible for choosing subjects,
selectir?g leaders, preparing publicity, and determining the
method of presentation. It is a flexible body of shifting mem-
bership with definite ideas'about the purpose of the forum and
its place in*the community, a kre'n interest in its 'success, and a
willingness to devote several. hours each month to achieve that
success.'

Our procedure is to carry on the prepared part of the program
for about 1 hour and theft pass the question to the audience for
another hour of informal discussion. The method varies to fit
the needs, wishes, and abilities of the participants and audience.

The result of an early questionnaire showed 48 in favor of the
iymposiumAnetherl, 32 in favor of individual lectures followeck
by discussion, and 8' for delvates._ After 2 years the division of
opinion ran 24 for symposium, 27 for panel discussion, and 24 for
debate. This result probably indicates a growing tolerave and
a recognition of the fact that controversial questions can be dis
cussed sanely and profitably..

Program suggestions after 2 years indicate a demand for more
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controversial and scientific subjects and a decreased interest in
literature and art. The résult of a recent ballot was; Contem-
porary controversy (political and economic), .46; scien&, 39;
psychology and education, 36; crime and delinquiency, 25;
literature and art, 24. Excluding all but first choices the vote

. ran: Controversy, 37; psychology, 27). science, 23; delinquency,
12; literature, 12. .

,

An examination of the subjects discussed shows that tnany
fields of knowledge have been entered into by the forum, and it
is our belief that there has been an increase ih interest and in
readingand a growing willingnesso listen to the other fellow.

We have, then, examples of what can be achieved in forum-
library cooperation in villages and towns, rural and industrial
communitiés, in the North and in the South, with library spon-
sorship (including participation by the library board) and with
joint sponsorship by ljbraries and civic gipups, and libraries and
education41 groups. j These are" merely conveniept selections.
This type of thing hjìs hippened in a number of localitiesin
Glencoe, Ill.; Lock. trt, Ill.; Dearborn, Mich:; Kingston, Pa.;
Hasbrouck Heights, °.N. J.; Pine Bluff; Ark.; Cloquet, Minn.;
etc.and ,particularly in many localitiés in California. There
are interesting achievements( of this kind in connectign with
Hunterdon .County Library-9 in New Jersey awl various county
libraries in California'; Perhaps there are suggestive patterns sn
some of the foregoing illustrations that will encourage other
libraries to experinierit

ft

OTHER LIBRARY-FORÙM RELATIONSHIPS
(a) LIBRARIES AS HOSTS FOR SMAI4, DISCUSSION GROUPS

Ont of the valuable byproducts of large educational forums
is the small, informal, follow-up discussion group. Relatively
few individuali can get the benefits of discussion in a very large
meeting. This need for each to discur with someone the issues
highlighted in the large forum meetinfi is comparably to the need
fo'r follow-up reading. Both are almoa necessary adjuncts if the.
forum is to yield its best in educational value.

Details of this progra9 are given on p. 87 of this study in connection
with the topk "Rural Discussion Groupiand Reading."
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Libraries can and have played a very useftil part in housing,
reCruiting, and fostering such groups. Their buildings frequently
have small conference or reading rooms whose informal atmos-
phere Is-valuable in creating the ease which makes for free, un-
inhibited discussion. There would also seém to be an appro-
priateness and ultimately a very real advantage in associating
these tivo prime follow-up devices of large forumsff*reading and
small group discussion. The Civic Educational Forum of Bing-
hamton (N. Y.) has such groups meeting in the public library,
sometimes before and sometimes after the main forum meeting.
Libraries are accuitomed to having small discussion groups in
their buildings. Twelve out of forty-eight libraries answering
the inquiry state that they sponsor 'small informal discussion
groups.

(b) READING GROUPS AND BOOK CLUBS

A slight variation of this is the so-called "reading group"
which meets to discuss informally and perhaps to reád together a
particular book or group of books on a subjrct. This may be in

. connection with the forum or quite apart *from it. It is' quite
.

.

another thing than the "boók review talk" in whict a librarian
or someone else reviews or lectures on a book to 'passive audi-
ence which enjoys little or no participation. his is small,
informal group discussion in which a book r.ather than a lec-
turer, as in the large forumis the starter , or foundation on

. which the discussion is built. There must be a leader to hold
thirws together a little and keep the talk on.the main track, but
not a leader in the sense of a dominant outside specialist. Such

. .
groups have frequently been formed by readers' advisers in
publit lib ries out of a group of clients holding like interests.
The Milwau e Public Library, under the direction of its Direc-

4

tor of Adult Education, Hazel Medway, has ,had interesting
recent experience in this' ,ivork.'°

)o Medway, Hazel I. Group discussion in the Miiwaukee Public Library.
Wisconsin Library Bulletin, 30: 7tV75, April 1934. Lenart, Elta. Dis-
cussion% Groups: Opportunities for Libraries to Give the Reader a Chance
to Talk About What He Reads. Adult Education and the Library, 5: 35-52,
April 19300 (Gives experience of several fibraries,with such groups.) See
also the description of the "craCker barrel clubs" in Norris, Tenn., pp. 68-69
of this study. I t
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Another method of stimulating reading on public affairs is
demonitrated by numerous book clubs compgrd of a small
group of people, usually friends, whos? interest in social problems
'brings them together from time to time for fireside discussions.
The rnanbers of the group share their ideas on the worth-while
hooks or pamphlets in their 410 of interest. The group then
purchases such books and pamTillets as it would like to have in its
cooperative library. Such a group may order certain pamphlets
in quantities so that each member may have one. But more usual-
ly the club attempts to make 'available the latest but more expen-
sive books to its members at a fow cost by distributing the cost
among the members. This scheme results in a group of people
having a common reading experience over a year or so which
contributes greatly to their discussions. .Variations of this in-
formal scheme of adult education are unlimited.

(c) THE LIBRARY AS A RECRUITING AGENCY FOR
GROUPS AND LEADERS a

The library frequently can act as an effèctive recruiting agency
for small follow-up discussioñ groups attached to the large forUm.
The library staff, in intimate contact with individuals interested in
follow-up reading, has an unusual opportunity to help in foarkieg
congenial, effective groups, since those interested in folWiip
reading are apt to be also tike group most interested i fo1lo;r4
discussion. Furthermore, the library is a central public agency
opeuday and evening hours, and is well suited as a place of regis-
tratio or such groups. Most libraries inierested in adult educa-,

tion mat in an information service on informal education
opportunities the commuility, and the public is gradually
learning that the public library is a clearing house for such
information'.

This kind oi 'service was given the Pittsburgh Community
Forum by the readers' coumelor df the Carnegie pbrary of
Pittsburghhe--forum;s program of ai mg the formation of
neighborhood follow-up discussion groups.

Another type of contribuary service is gi ti by the Denver
Public Library. It offers to act as a free clean g hoitse of advice
on aváilable leaders and speakers on various topics for local

O
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discussion groups and study clubs. It also publicly advertises the

services of a librarian to attend the meetings of any such group

and- talk for a féw minutes about the available reading material

in connection with the topic being' discussed or studied by the

group ind fo explain the library services, routines, and resources\ as they may relate to the special interests 9f the group.

(d) LIBRARIES. AND JUNIOR FoRUMS

Another important adjunct to the large community forum is

special meetings or forums for young people. These are frequently

in connectipn with social sciepce courses in high schools, or they

may be sponsored by some you'd' organization outside the schools."

Reading in connection with such, junior forums is as iinportant
as with adult forums, and on the supposition that each younger

generation is better trained and more experienced in reading

we may hope for. a lessening of some of the difficulties we have

observed in helping adults to readvipn serious topics with satis-

faction. Here is a special opportunity for-the high-schoollibrarian

and dig_ young people's specialigs _of public fibraries. Out of
48 public 'libraries replying to the inquiry, 5 ,indicAted they

were cooperating with junior forums in some way. Since our
inquiry did not reach school libraries, it is to be expected that
special help is being given by many school librarians in high

schools having junior forumsNwhich 'Would swell the number
considerably.

(e) THE BRANCH LIBRARY fill THE. NEIGHBORHOOD FORUM

Some branch libranes of large city systems offer unusual
possibthtie às méeting places for fortims. In many places the
branch library is tending more and more to become a kind of
neighborhood center for informal éducation for adults. Many
modem branh library buildings have inviting auditoriums or
smaller meeting rooms; some even have a stage suitable for little

11 Studebaker, J. W. The American Way. McGraw-Hill, 1935, pp. 84
. 88. Public Affairs Forums. ' (U. S. Department of the lanteribr, Office of

EdtiCation Bulletin, 1935, No. 17, pp. 33-39.) Youth: Education for Thoie

Out of School. U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Eclation
4 Bulletin, 1936, No. 18--III, p. 34.
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theater group- presentatiohs, and these are usually available
without charge for free priblic cducatiohal offerings. The friendly,
less hurried, and systematized atmosphere of the small neighbor-
hood branch makes it better suited as a host for most adult
education programs with their necessarily informal, individualized,
flexible character than large central libraries or,5höols: Con-
ienience and proximity also are important factors in 'sustain'ing
the ,educational interests of residents of outlying sections of large
cities. They will so .to an evening meeting in kthe neighborhood'
but Would not have sufficient interest for a return journey. Of a
halt-hour to an hour to the center of the city. The neighborhood
movie, church, community house, etc., are all answers to -this .

need and have safved to deepen the habit of making the neighlxir-...
hood somewh4 ejf-sufficient. One of the special vatues- of the
Des Moines plan is its recognition of this tencléncy by
providing föruriis in many neighborhoo4 schoolhouséi.

In many lteighliorhoods the branch. library has come to bc
much mort *an a mere book- depot. Oftn, as just suggested, it
is solmethi:ng of a cultural community house, for art exhibits,
niusicaks, dramatic performances, lectutes, study club meetings,
fornaiVand *a variety of informal educational offerings: The
nodein progressive librarYfosters these things partly because it
considers that it holds certain informal educational obligations
to its community and partly bepause 'meetings , the library
building tend to..èxpòse tht attendants, who. posumably have
aroused . çultural interests,.. fo the 6pportunity of follow...up
reading. I ,

The librarian of Des Moines has alteady been. quoted as wishing
to experiment with forum meetings in branch libraries to see
whether they would attract adults who arezeluctant tö go" to a
school building." Prior to the locatio0.: a ',Federal forum -

demotistrafiOn' in MIniicapolis, the pjublie library drthai city also
experimented extfnsivély with--neighbórhciad forums in branch
libraries.

.

. t. 4
,r,. . ..

..

1

is more'
k

Obvidusly there 14 no validity for A generalization 'that it
advantageous to hold forums hi libraries in -preferne to other
types pf builaing. Silva.tions vary and local, .ppnditions only c;n. .

.

4.

11 see p, 52.
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dermine. These points of-view are set down here in the belief
that they may be welcome suggestions in some places and on the
assumption that they may eventually lead to a closer association
of reading with discussion of public questions.

The use of branch libraries in larger cities for forvm discussions
is not uncommon in recent years. Sometimes 'the library itself
has been the sponsor, as in the case of the somewhat notable forum

in the Muhlenberg Branch 3 of the New York Public Library on

West Twenty-third Street. This was begun several years ago by

the, Peoples Institute of New York. In 1930, the institute was

unble to carry it on further and the branch librarians undertook
the responsibility of carrying it on with the help of a committee of

interested m.embers of the group. The large lecture meetings are
held in the auditorium of the library and the smaller follow-up

discussion groups in the children's reading room after hours.
In other cities the forums are sponsored and managed by various

agencies but use the branch libra buildings for meetings and
have the cooperation of the library in supplying reading material
and in other ways. Some of the meetings of the Federal forum

demonstrations are held in the public library buildings. Many of
the forums and discussion groups promoted and sponsored by the
California Association for Adult Education " were in library
buildings in various cities and towns. The cooperation of the Loi
Angles Public Library in many of these has been whole hearted
and complete.

F9ur of the branches of the Chicago Public Libiary have forums

under varying tinds of sponsorship. One of these, the Toman
Branch, is so typical of the community center aspect mentioned
above and so illustrative/of how incidentally these projects some-

times develop, that a few 'quotations from an interesting descrip-

tive artkle " are in point.

1$ The Mind Plus Reading Plus Discussion. Adult Education and the

Library, 3:. 83-84, July 1928. See also Muhlenberg Forum, Handbook of
Adult Education in the United States, 1936, p. 64.

14 Adams, Lucy Wilcox. The Talk of the Town. Journal of Adult Edu-
cation, 4: 60-764, January 1932.

15 Hamel, Helena. A Library Forum. Journal of Adult Education,
8: 174-176, Apil 1936.',
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The Toman Library Forum was organized more than 4 years
ago by 'the John Toman Branch of the Chicago Public Library.
This branch is situated in a community in which Czechoslovaks
predominate. The forum was the result of a brilliant art exhi-
bition at our library, under the sponsorship of tile Bohemian
ArtY Club of Chicago. * * * The exhibition was a great
success, and we received many requests for more affairs of a
similar nature. A forum was suggested by several members of
the Arts Club who were of the opinion that it wo d maintain
the interest in Czech art and culture which the e bition had -
aroused. They expressed` a desire for lectures i English but
devoted primarily to Czech topics. Since there is no settlement
house of any importance in our community, the library seemed
the nai%qiral place fgr a venture of this kind. * .* *

The first year we had five' on the forum committee. Later
several' men expressed their interest and asked to be included
amorig the forum directors. There are now nine in the group:
Two businessmen, two attorneys, the editor of the local paper,
two Craftsmen, and two members' of the library staff. They are
a well-balanced group politically, two being conservative, two
radical, and three liberal. Partly because of these differences

. of opinion, our committee meetings are always lively, and the
lectures selected are diversified. * * *

At the end of the first season we distributed several hundred
questionnaires in an attempt to find out what type of lecture
had been preferred. We were gurprised to learn that Czech
subjects were not particularly popular, and that the majority.

wanted lectures on currerit economic, social, arid political
problems. * * *

The attendance has steadily increas-ed. The first season we
averaged 85, and last year 175. * * * ,

We have carried on the forum despite the lack of c6nvenient
facilities for it. We have no auditorium, and the story room
just off thè juvenile department, in which. we held our first
meetings, proved too small for the audiences we attracted. We
therefore moved into the juvenile dep3rtment itself, though that
move involved the risk of disturbing readers in other parts of
the library. No objection to the presence of the fOrum has
ever been raised, however; our public has accepted it good-
naturedly.. For the first 2 years we had to depend. on local
undertakers for chairs, an arrangement that led to difficulties
on more than one occasion. Now we have folding chairs of our
own, our board having supplied them when they saw that the
forum was to be a permanent feature. * * * .
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Through the forum, the library, has assumed the cultural
leadership of the community, and that fact alone would seem to
us to prove its success and justify its continuance.

RURAL DISCUSSION GROUPS AND READING

Since any extensive program of forums or group discussion
of public questions in rural areas is relatively .recent; there is
little in the way of experience with reading to report. The
farmers' group discussion program, begun 2 years ago under the
Agricultural kdjustment Act, was interrupted somewhat by the
Supreme Cotass decision, and a siinilar program, begun in the
fall of 1936, is nolt far enOugh under wy to have fully revealed
either the problems of tying reading to discussion or their prob-
able solution. Such groups previously had been experimented
with by The Extension Service of the College of Agriculture in
Wisconsin and in a few other States, and from these places some
suggestions are available.

Such experience as is to be had from these experiments in
rural areas suggests that the problem differs not in kind Lut in
degree from the problem in urban localities which has already
been discussed. Again the three needs appear: (1) Publicity
and education on the discussion-reading relationship; (2) greater
accessibility of reading materials; and (3) more suitable reading'
materials. But in each instance the needs are much greater than
in urban areas. Farmers are less in the habit of reading than
uibanites. Surveys 3 have shown that they do much less reading
of newspapers and magazines than city dwellers even though
most of their reading is in these mediums. The farmer's long
hours of physical labor may have a deterrent effect. All these
facts are corroborated by the opinions of the State leaders in
the discussion program of the United States Department of
Agriculture to whom a special inquiry was addressed.

Access to reading matter in rural areas is, of course, greatly
-limited. Perhaps the most direct and effective supply, outside
of magazines and newspapers, coties from the Federal and
State agricultural extension agencies in the form of bulletins.

he aray, Wm. S., and Munroe, Ruth. The Reading Interests and
Habits Adults, p. 93-102.
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Library service is woefully lacking and inadequate in msany
large areas.. Only a few States have any wide eoverage of
effective county library service. There are only about 260
county libraries (out of a total of 3,065 counties) in the United
States. Some State library agencies serve with wide
traveling library collections, but a number of States have either
very limited service or none pf this, kind. There are many
difficulties in tire way of satisfactory book service fromlown or
village libraries for farmers living outside pillage limits. -Many
of these small independent local library units have weak book
collections, they charge fees for users outside tówn limits, 1,they
are open only a few days per week or 1-16urs per day, and they
äre not easilY accessible to many ruralites even in the age of
the automobile.

The difficulty of available reading material on socio-economic
subjects is stressed as an obstacle by many of the State discussion
leaders. There is perhaps a larger percentage of the nonreading
classthe inexperienced readers for whom most of our material
is too discouragingamong rural people than among urban
people.

e

thé United States Department of Agriculture has made anI excellent first attack on the whole problem by its wide distribution
of eight attractively printed and illustrated bulletins comprising
what is known as the "Discussion Series." These very readable
first presentations of eikht of the most preferred topics in rural
discussion groups ask the main questions and present the main
points of view on various sides. They do fkot attempt to con-
summate the subject. Each of them does refer .to other inexpen-.,
sive pamphlets pro and con which are obtainable from various
sources. Arrangements are being made to facilitate the ordering
of these supplementary pamphlets.

The Wisconsin Extension Service has developed another
expedient to meet the needs of these discussion groups similar
to the "Discussion Series" of the United States Department of
Agriculture. This consists of mimeographed compilations of
brief quotations and statistical mattér from magazines on, various
aspects of a number of_ broad topics which tbese, groups are
discussing. 4
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Minnesota is developing a system of traveling collections of
specially seleCted books for these discussion groups. These are
furnished by the State Depaitment of Education. The leaders
of the program in Ohio are cooperating with local libraries And
the State lending library in the hope that the latter can supply
'sóme of the supplementary reading material suggested in the
United States Department of Agriculture's Discussion Series.

A'rrangeménts are 'also under way to try to bring together the
40-odd State discussion leaders and the heads of State library
agencies so that théy, in turn, can bring together the local dis-
cussion leaders and local libraries 'with the object of having as
many libraries as possible make their 600ks on the topics of dis-
cussion easily available to the groups. In general, the link
between libraries and agricultural ( extension work has been
weak.' While there has been noteworthy cooperation in some
States, each group as a whole needs to know more of the actiyities
and reading facilities of the other.,

Agricultural Extension is ont of the most far-reaching and
perhaps practically effective of all adult education pnigrams.
With the exceptions mentioned, reading in connection with
these programs has been limited largely to,the bulletin distribu-
tion service of the program itself. Books and other materials
that libraries supply need to be worked into all such rural
programs. The chief difficulty, of course, .is the lack of rural
library resources. With the increase in county and regional
library service these things will become possible.

'On first thought it may seem that there are inherent difficulties
in the rural situation which tend to prevent reading from
taking root. Physical labor' is supposed to be incompatible
with reading and study. Distance and the lack of urbanization
may be thought to be obstacles.`.. Actually the rural situation
contains certain advantages which 4ìave not been fully. utilized
by'librarians at least. While the tot working hours on the farm
may exceed those of the city at ce ain periods of the year,
yet there are other periocks which prov¼Ie time fôr reiding and
other interests. More important is the eater freedom from
interruption and distraction ,that the rura and village resident
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einfoys. He has more of the mental leisure Nv h ic h the thoughtful
reader and student requires.

There is another advantage which couri'teracts /the seeming
disadvantage of distance. That is the opportunity for per-
sonalizd, individual contact. People may be fewer and farther
apart but these facts obviate much of the necessity of dealing
with them in groups and by mass handling methods. Doubtless
much of the success and deep root of adult 'education through
the Agricultural Extension Service is traceable to the scheme
of informal personal visitation by county agents. Very likely
interest in reading and discussing economic and social problems
must be cultivated by methods similar to those which developed
interest in akricultural science among farmers. The method of
individualized co.ntact is slow but effective and/ permanent.
We have one fine illustration of this method applied to reading
and discussion.

The Hunterdon County (N. J.) Library is distinctly a rural-
service library. It has headquarters in the county courthouse,
büt its activity does not center there. Like most county libraries
it is a library which goes to the people. It maintains 160 centers
or book stations in schools, farmlouses, gi-ange halls, and country
stores throughout the county, each in charge of a local volunteer
custodian. Its book van travels the county roads 5 days a week,
usually in charge of the head librxian herself, Elizabeth T.
Turner, exchanging books at the stations and lending- directly
to people at the roadside. In the organization and control of
the library, in its book selectioft policy, and in other ways the
principle of democratic control is operative. This is the people's
own library.

In 1 933, in furtherance of this policy, the County Library
Commission (the governing body) and the librarian invited
representatives of county agencies, custodians, interested readers,
and members of the local library committees to gather to dis-
cuss what the library should do to improve and extend service.
Out of this 'grew the Hunterckon County Library Association,
composed not of librarians, nor custodians only, but of library
users mainly, interested in the library as a social service institu-
tion. Thus we see a kind of voluntary, automatic selection out
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of the county's citizenry of people interested in reading and th
ideas that readirig furnishes, a like-minded group which readily
develops a fraternal feeling in which the unconscious bond is a
common interest in learning through reading. Here is a perfect
soil for the discussion groups whith started in Hunterdon County
as book discussions, but which pnimptly gravitated to talk not
about books themselyes so much as the ideas conveyed in boob-.

This is one of the most thriving and healthy discussion projécts
yet reported. It grew and developed in a natural enviropment
and with little forcing. Its frequent meetings are largely .un-
planned and very informal. The group is varied in background
and occupation. The librarian acts as discussion leader but, the
grdup chooses the books which it uses as "starters" of a dis-
cussion (much after the manner of the Norris, Tenn., "cracker
barrel clubs") which traverses many other books and topics
before it closes. It isinteresting to -see in the chins of the-course
these discussions take (as prepared afterward by Miss Turner)
how prone ihey are to come back to interpretatións of the social
and philosophic probkmA which these people meet in their own
everyday lives. Thsy have ranged through international and
domestic politics, social problems, psychology, Chinese and
Greek philosophy,- but always the bench mark of the local and'
individual life is the basis of their reckoning. This is as it should
be, *and perhaps as it would not be if these people were merely
privately imbibing Plato, Lin Yutang, Stuart Chase, Sinclair
Lewis, and others with no chance to discuss these ideas with
their own neighbors.

This Hunterdon County development 'illustrates' several things
for us. Its power to sustain the interest of its participants inheres
partly, at least, in the thoroughgoing demociatic policies which
have guided its formation 'and its progress. It is .hot handed
down. These discussing farmers travel through books which
scholarrhave robed in austerity without the least self-conscious-
ness or timidity because they-- are in a friendly democratic,
neighborhocid group of theiwn.

.It illustrates, as do severlif other cases cited previously, that
books can'serve instead of lecturers in the small Community or
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group as:starters of discussion, as exliibitg 8f discussable ideas
for group examination.

It illustrates, as at Norris, Tenn., Waupun, Wis., and,other
places, the need of a kind of coordinator, or agent who gets the
thinking, reading citizens together, provides the facilities, per-
haps gives a little initial push and direction, and then steps
'aside into the role of a ser/ant or executive secretary. Certainly
the librarian in the small Jor rural conimunity is in an unuivaW
favorable position to serve as an agent of this kihd.

Finally, and perhaps n¡ost ipportant, is ,the illustration that
the rurallibrariAn, Else theibiTal county agent, has an unusuAlly

tit rare opportunity to do this kind of thing because he gets his
first introduction to the individuals who make up the com-
munity in his' house tó house and village to village visitation
where péople can be met in their oyerails, on their own familiar
grounds, ánd where conversation on books and the ideas in
books can take place naturally and informally, and without the
inhibitions created by desks, counters, ánd marble columns.
Hunterdon County farmeri had had the library book van and
the librarian and her bpoks on these familiar temp for -5 years
before they were invited to join a County Library Association.
They responded because they knew and trusted the agency and
the person representing it.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

I.

IN RECENT years the forum has become significant as a means of
informal %civic education for adults. This educational emphasis
has brpught with it various changes in ,method and certain added
features, prominent among which is an emphasis 'on reading and
study as a supplement to discussion. But though the mutually
auxiliary relation of reading and discussion is apparent, the de-
velopment is too new to have 1,chieved any wide acceptance and
use of thé principle. An examination of the current peactices
in forums throughout the country reveals that a -relatively small
amount of rekokng in connection with the topics of discussion ,is
carried on even in, those forums where some emphasis and oppor-
tunity for reading have been given. Such experiences have led
to the assumption-in some quarters that forum attendants as a
Crass are either'disinterested or are poor or inexperienced readers.
This may be partly true. However,- they do" not mean that
forum-goers cánnot become interested readers. They rat,her
show that we have not been espècially successful in getting them
to read the particular things that have been offered them.

If, then, reading is to play the effective part it seerrT capable of
playing in m'aking public forums a really vital force in civic edu-
cation, an attack on the problem in three directions seems indi-
cated after an examinatiOn of the successes awl failures of various
forums in trying to promote rqading. First, there must be a
definite program of publicity and education to demonstrate to
forum attendants the values of reading in connection with dis-
cussion of public quesiions. Secondly, reading materials must
be made more accessible than they now are. Lastly, á much more
suitable type of reading material must be provided.

1. Education and publicity.The great group of the nonreading
adult public which makes up a large pection of forum audience§
needs (1) to be made aware of the reading opportunity, and (2)
to have removed its fear ihat the libraries and other sources of
reading material are too complicated for them to learn to use.
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The foruin leader is in the most favorable position to direct
attentron to reading. Next in importance is the presence at the
meeting of an experienced librarian wlit knows the subject matter
and can personally recommend and lend books. Newspaper
publicity through-articles by forum leaders or librarians, or inter-
views with them, stressing the reading opportunity, rather than-
merely listing books, is helpful. Reading lists distributed at the
meetings are useful as auxiliaries to these other methods óf per- A

sonal recommendation but are not by themselves *adequate stimu-
lators of interest. Their value is &creased if they are annotated
from the point of view of t4e reader and what he wants to know
about the books; if spme indication of the relative difficulty,
length, and popularity of each book or pamphlet is given, if they
carry a prominent invitation to ask a librarian or a forum leader
'for furthelg .advices and personal suggestions; and if they are at-
tractive in format. Reading lists should be prepared coopera-
tively by leader% and librarians and should ask for the reader's
cgmment on whether he fo'und satisfaction in any of the read-
ings 'suggested.

2. Accessibilify.The educational and prOfessional worlds are
slow to recognize a principle that businessmen knowthat easy
availability is essential in introducinwg a new prodtict. Experience
in distribution of reading material to forum patrons indicates that
having books and pamphlets availáble in the same building in

41I6

which the forum is held is not euough. They must be in tfie
meeting room or neat the exit and 'available with a minimum of
borrowing routine .and restrictions. Pamphlets çan be provided
Wgreater quantity than. books because they are cheaper and can
b-e lent-with less mire and routine, and 6ecause their loss is of less

, consequence -Patrons- frequebtly prefer buying .pamphlets to
borrowing theim. The special display in librarie4 of books on
forum subjects is of some value, but its use is mostly by regular
library patrons. The' reading interest of nonreaders and those
who ire not regular library patrons is seldom strong enough to
carry over until they have the opportunity to visit the library and
run down some recimmended book.

, A sypply% of duplicate copies of popular books or pamphlets
equal to or larger than, the demand is, of course, important.
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Fieciiiently library budgets are insufficient to provide the neces-
sary supply of duplicates. Furthermore, the short-lived demand
for many duplicates on certain subj&ts makes their purchase
by the library unec9nomical. aperience points that a relatively
small auxiliary provision for reading materials in the fortim
btidget helps materially this situation and enables a nnich wider
circulátion of books and pamphlets.

Pamphlets seem, in many respects, more popular and more
suited to use by public affairs forums than books. But the avail-
able supply of satisfactory pamphlets is seriously limited by an
inadequate production, due largely to a lack of distribution facil-
ities. Low-priced pamphlets cannot be distributed through the
usual boot marketing channels without a subsidy. Distribution
on a quantity basis rather than a single copy basis seems essential
to solve the problem. This, in turn, is dependent on creation of a
large public market for thorn among people interested in-forums
4nd other civic education enterprises. Such projects ''seeim to
have an opportmity here to create this needed popular interest
in pamphlets and perhaps to supply a_requfred link in the chain
of distribution----buying in quantity and reselling to their own
patrons 'who presumably are a selected interest group.

3. Suitability of the reading material.--Evidence has been accumu-
lating for more than a decade that there is a great dearth of
.reading materiAl on serious subjects which can be read with
any degree of understanding- orsatisfaction by a very large section
of ldult public Who are potential readers. This evidence
comes through the experiences Qf readers' advisers and other
librarians, forum leaders, Q. C. camp educational advisers,
parent education specialists, aiid other adult education workers,
and is verifitd by recent teicarches into the readability of books
and other forms of pYinted matter by William S. Gray and others
at the University of Chicago. The provision of an adequite
supply of "readable" material is obviously the most important
of the three , major problem's. 'Both promotion of wider interest
ip reading and making reading matter more etisily available are
dependent upon having suitible books and pamphlets to dis-

,

tiibute and recommend.
The need for readable material in'the social sciences is especially
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marked. The researches of Gray and others indicate that most
social science materialpamphlets, and magazines and news-
paper articles in these fields, as well as booksrate either "diffi-
cult" or "very difficult" in phraseology, vocabulary, etc., and
probably ilso in concepts.

Fortunately, some first attacks on the problem are being made.
There have been "a few fairly successful attempts to produce
readable material in the social sciences i& the pamphlet field and
to a lesser extent in the periodical field. A "readability labora-
tory" to analyze, rewrite, and 1-yroduce understapdable manu-
scripts in serious subjects on an experimental basis has been
created in a large university, and promising cooperative relaiion-
ships with interested publishing houses have been established.

Other cooperation between libraries andforums.Beside cooperation
in the provision of supplementary reading matter for forum
attendants, there are examples from many parts of the country
and Many different sized communities of the advantages accruing
from a joining 6f the resources of dick two informal adult educa-
tion agenciesforums and libraries/ Libraries of irarying kinds
and sizes have been hosts to varyirig kinds and sizes of forums
and discussion groups. Some çf Jim neighborhood meetings of
large city-wide demonstration forums, such as those at Des
Moines and in smile Federal Forum Project Centers, have been
held in library buildings. The meeting rooms of libraries have
accommodated the sthall, follow-up discussion groups connected
with large forums. The adult education departments of some
city libraries have aded as recruiting agencies in the forniAtion
of such small discussion groups and also as informatioa bureaus
to help groups secure available loci] leavders, lecturers, and
library representatives at meetings. . Many libraries have spon-
sored "reading groups," either in connection with forums or
independently, which meet in small informal groups to read and
discuss books and current topics tréated in specific books.

A failz;b proportion of librarians rec-ognize that discussion is as
essential a supplement to reading as reading is to discussión, and
we see them recruiting and leading discussion groups and forums
themselves, as well as joining with local educators, civic groups,
and other organizakions in the sponsorship of forums or discussion
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groups. Such meetings are tisually held in the library audito-
rium, in small meeting or conference rooms in the library, or in
a reading room, usually after closing hours or on Sundays.

The use of branch library buildings in large cities or com-
munity libraries in small towns and viliages is especially note-
worthy. There is an increasingly evident trend for such small
library units to become centers of a variety of informal education
and cultural interests in outlying city neighborhoods and in
small communities. The simpler routine, the lack of crowds
and hurrying, the informal and friendly atmosphere of such
library units, make them more and more favored as locations

for forums, study clubs, -musicales, lectures, exhibits, etc. In
the small town and village their opportunity to act as a general .

culttiral outpost in fostering such opportunities is increasingly
important.

Unfortunately, library resources and reading material distri-
bution in rural areas to supplement the recent developrrients of

discussion groups on economic problems among farmers are
relatively weak in many areas. The United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture ind thestState Agricultural Extension De-

partments promoting these rural discussion groups have been
unusually prompt in giving thought to' the need of reading
material in connection with them and are developing their
bulletin and pamphlet service to meet the special needs of the
discussion problem. Cooperative action beiween the agricul-
tural extension agencies and library agencies in the areas con-
cernea has begun also. The problems .of lack of interest 'and

awareness of reading, inaccessibility, and lack of suitable mate-
rials are repeated in the rural areas with greater intensity and
less progress toward a solution because they have begun much
more recently than in urban centers.

In the next few yeirs it 'seems probable that a consciousness
of the value of reading as an important supplementary aid to
discussion will spread rapidly, and that forums may give

strong impetus to the 'movement to effectively provide social

science reading materials which will be both understandable
and interesting to a lame section of the population whio now
read little or nothing on such things.
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account for their reading habits; and plans for additional investigations
which will contribute to a dearer understinding of adult reading problems."

e

STEINBARGER, HELEN T. Bibliography of Reading Interests and
Habits, 1930-1936. American Library Association, 1936. 22
p. Mimeographed.

An annotated list of boas, pamphlets, and magazine articles which
supplements the bibliographies of Reading Interests and Habits of Adults
by Gray and Munroe after 1929.

READABLE WRITING

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. The Need of Humanized
Literature in Adult Education. In Libraries and Adult
Edtication. Pp. 52-59. Macmillan, 1926. 284 p.

Embodies die pertivat general statement of the association's original
subcommittee on readLle books written more than 10 years ago, when
the A. L. A. Commission on the Library and Adult Education was making
its original study on Libraries tnd Adult Education. It is noteworthy
that the first few attempts to render readers' advisory service in libraries
in those early developmental years'immediately uncovered the funda-
mental problem here attacked and that there resulted this clear statement
which defines the rieed as accurately as if it had been written today. An
abridged reprint of this chapter is available from he American Library
Association.

BIDWELL, PERCY W. Readable Writing. Journal of Adult
Education, 7: 369-392, October 1935:

Unusually practical suggestions on how to produce readable writing
which are the result of actual pioneering experience. Dr. Bidwell is
editor of the American Primers, a series of pamphlets on social and eco-
nomic topics, originally projected for the C. C. C. (You and Machines, eby
Ogburn, was the first.)

BRYSON, LYMAN. A Readability Laboratory. Library Journal,
61: 455, June 1, 1936.

A description of theikjectgres of the Readability Laboratory at Teachers
College, Columbia University, and the beginnings of its work, reprinted
from the New York Tides- of February 23, 1936.
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BRYSON, LYMAN. Public Forums and Readable Books. Bulletin
of the American Library Association, 27: 636-650, December
15, 1933.

A traitscript of a talk given at the seminars on adult education at the
University of Chicago which preceded the 9r3jrual Conference of the

TheAmerican Library Association. opinio a former leader of the
Deli Moines Public Forums on the qualities of reading material needed for
effective follow-up reading by forum attendants, particularly in the social
science- fields.

Readable Books. Booldist, 32: 303-306, July 1 936.
Hoir the recognition of the need for readable material developed, what

readability means and what it does not meanit is good writing and it is
not merely "simplification"--:--and something about the proposed provam
of the Rçadability Laboratory at Teachers College, Columbia University.

Readable Books; the Great Need is for New Books for
New Readers. Publishers' Weekly, 127: 1411-141 3, April 6,
1935.

The substance of a talk given before the Publishers' Luncheon Club in
New York. It deals with the questions: Who arc the new readers? Do
they make the effort to learn through reading? Would they buy readable
books-if they were printed? What do they want? Why has no one done
anything to remedy this lack? Are movies, radio, and other incidental
educational agents creating more demand for reading to learn? What arc
some of the requisites in writing for these people? Is this potential market
worth overcomiiig the difficulties that stand in the way of serving it? One
of the most lucid, pointed, and practical statements of the present situation.

What are Readable Books? Educational Foruin, 1:
397-402, May 1937.

The importance ofreadable material in the education of adults,what kind
of material is needed, what has been done toward a solution, what still
needs to be done.

CHAI4CIELL9R, JOHN. Available Reading Material for Native-
Born Adult Illiterates and Near-Illiterates. Washirigton, D. C.
U. S. Bureau of Prisons, 1932. 35 p. mimeographed. Free.

- A report on an inquiry among 30 librarians and adult educators on the
deficiencies of present publications for adults who have only recently
become literate, and adults who left school early in youth and developed
no reading habits since, together with recommendations of qualities needed
in reading material for such classes.
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FaSENTHAL, EMMA. Readable Books in Many Subjects. Ameri-
can Library Association, 1929. A3.2 p.

. The introduction amplifies the point of view of the American Library
Assodation Commission especially as it pertaiiis to the qualities
that wake for readability. t is a valuable and practical discussion by a
librarian who writes from an understanding gained by a special study of
the subject:.

GRAY, WILLIAM S., and LEARY, BERNICE. What Makes a Book
Readable? University of Chicago Press, 1935. 390 p.

Report of a thorough and scientific piece of research at the University
of Chicago to determine some method, more reliable than .opinion, of
evaluating certain structural factors affecting readability. A brief rsumé
of the study is given in all article of the same title and by the same authors
in the Journal of Adult Education, 6: 408-411, October 1934.

THORNDIKE, EDWARD L. The Vocabularies of Juvenile Books.
Library Quarterly, 5: 151-63, April 1935.

An unusually clear explanation of the importance of a not too difficult
vocabtilary in reading matter, by the well-known educational psycholo-
gist of Teachers College, Coltimbia University, which is applicable to,
adult as well as to juvenile books. A good preliminary to reading the
follbwing report of Gr!ty and Leary.

TOMPKINS, MnuAm D. What is a Readable Book? Book list,
30: 195-197, March 1934.

Emphasizes the need of first answering the question, Readable for
whom? by defining five different classes of ieaders and their reading
ability shown by a group of well chosen books that each class can or cannot
read with satisfaction. A valuable tentative classification. Reprint is
available from American Library Association.

PAMPHLETS AND MIZEN EDUCATION

CHANCELLOR, JOHN. Pamphlets and Citizen Education. Bulle-
tin of the American Library Association, 30: 942.-943, October
1936. .

The new unbiased pámphlet on public affatrs subjects, its value in an
age of bewilderment and propaganda, and the question of its effective
mass distribution. On7-library's experience in selling such pamphlets
at cost.
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Clear Thinking Needed. Publishers' Weekly, 128: 505, August
24, 1935.

A plea for better distribution of informative books and pamphlets.
Periods of crisis and social change create great opportunities for pain-

, phlets, but the present machinery for their distribution is very ineffective.

COWS, GRACE W. Substituting iróm the pamphlet collection as
a Depression Measure. Library Journal, 59: 203-204, March
1, 194.

Pamphlets as substitutes for books, and a list of general sources of various
kinds of pamphlets.

CURRIN, ALTHEA. The Pamphlet File as Tool, Not Burden.
Wilson Bulletin, 9:. 415-417, 450, April 1935.

Thoughtful consideration 9f the questions of source, selection, prepara-
tion, storage, and use of pamphlets. Addressed to

PROUTY) LouisE. Making Pamphlets Popular. Library Journal,
60: 955-957, December 15, 1935.

A system-wide exphasis on pamphlets in the Cleveland Public Library
to increase habits of use and appreciation in both library patrons and
staff. Miiny useful suggestions.

% SMITH) S. w.) andJAMES, MARION E. PopkOarizing the Pamphlet.
Library Journal, 61: 671-673, Septmber 15, 1936.

Experiments in the Milwaukee Public Library to find methods of cata-
loging, shelving, and displaying pamphlets to achieve the widest and
most effective use by various classes of patrons, and a statistical measure-
ment of the success of each method.

Public affairs pamphlets; an index to inexpensive pamphlets din
sodal, economic, political, and international affairs. Compi-
lation revised February 1937. (U. S. Department of the
Interior, Office of &Weldon, Bulletin, 1937, No. 3.) U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1937. 85 p.

An annotated-index to 660 pamphlets on public affairs issued as an aid
to publie forums and other adult education programs. Contains an
introduction on pamphlet use and distribution by Chester S. Williams,

st Assistant Administrator, Public Forum project, Office of Education.
Two supplements bringing the list up to 928 items have been issued in
mineographed form.
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